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PREFACE

This book was written with the memory that popular igno nce about the
Vietnam situation once allowed massive government commitments to go un
challenged until it was too late. We have written this in the hope that Americans
will never have t.o say "It was a mistake to get involved in South rn Africa in the
first place, but now that we are there ... "

The war in Indochina was the world's major conflict in the 196 's. The growing
crisis throughout Southern Africa may come to claim that distinction for the
1970's. Continued White minority domination of that region rigidly confronts the
struggles of oppressed African peoples to regain control over their lives and
homelands.

This book is about power relationships in Southern Africa. It therefore focuses
on those who have power - how they got it, how they use it, and h w they hope to
preserve it. Such an approach necessarily excludes a systematic cultural and
political history of African peoples and their traditional states in Southern
Africa.

Part I is a survey of life under apartheid and colonialism in uthern Africa.
We have described the most obvious social, political, and econ mic effects of
these two systems. The more intangible psychological and cultural destruction
inflicted on Africans is a story best told by Africans themselves.

It is not possible to fully understand Southern Africa by looking only at each
country or territory separately. The Republic of South. Africa is e most widely
known' stronghold of White power in Africa. Yet .it is not the only white
supremacist state in Southern Africa; nor does the power stru gle end at its
borders. Part II examines the regionalization of conflict, illustrating the
relations between the struggles in each part of Southern Afri and the par
ticular role of South Africa in the process of regionalization.

This section also views Southern Africa in a larger contin ntal and global
perspective. The role of foreign interests, both private and g vernmental, is
considered in light of the changing political scene in Southern Africa. We have
examined many of the issues ~hich confront policy makers and r ised questions
about how policy is made. We do not know all the answers, but we have tried to
ask the right questions. What is the basis of African nationalis assertions that
white minority domination is perpetuated by support from the United States,
Britain, Japan, and other powerful countries? What is at stak for these coun
tries if conflict in Southern Africa assumes the proportions of an ther Vietnam?
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CHAPTER ONE

SOUTH AFRICA:

LIFE UNDER APARTHEID

At one time or another, most Americans have
heard or read about South A rica and its policy of
apartheid, or complete separation of the races.
The word apartheid (pronounced apart-hate)
comes from the Afrikaans language spoken by
the descendants of the Dutch settlers in South
Africa. It literally means separation. The system
of apartheid determines the conditions of life in
South Africa. It has to be the starting point for
any discussion of that country.

Today this system has become too complex to
describe in· full detail; this chapter is only an
introduction to the conditions of life in South
Africa. It traces the gradual development of
White control of both the country and its Black
majority..

Separation of the races was enforced by
Whites from the· earliest encounters between
Africans and Europeans, but it became more
and more rigidly defined as the economy grew in
prosperity and the population grew in size.
Europeans conquered and enslaved the first
Africans they met on their' arrival in South
Africa. Later, Whites were able to mine the
country's minerals profitably only by forcing
large numbers of Africans to work for low

wages. The system of requiring Africans to live
in areas where they uld support themselves
only by working for Whites became even more
highly refined with th development of industry
in South Africa and e subsequent need for a
large unskilled or semi-skilled labor .force.

Largely because of superior weapons,
Europeans won the continual wars against
Africans which died wn only in the 20th. cen
tury. But although White domination of ·Blacks
was a centuries-old f ct, there were only a few
laws to define aparth id until 1948. In that year,
the Whites elected the Nationalist Party to
govern the country n a platform of White
superiority. Legislati n passed by that govern
ment made aparth a legal system. The
Nationalist govern ent has passed more
discriminatory legisl tion in the last several
years. Today White c ntrol is the most complete
it has ever been.

The system of apar heid now defined by South
African law was cr ted and passed only by
Whites. Africans hay no representation in the
South African Parliament and have never been
consulted about making separation of the races
into the legal policy escribed in this chapter.
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I. What is Apart eid?

Apartheid starts from the remise that people of
different races should be ,k.ept apart. In South
Africa, every person is classified by race-that
is, by the color of his or h r skin. The different
racial groups are segregat d from each other as
much as possible. These two facts are the cor
nerstones of apartheid as legal system.

A. Race Classifica •on

Skin color governs every ingle aspect of life in
South Africa: where pe Ie live, what em
ployment they may seek, W>1ere they can travel,
what political rights they };lave, who can attend
school, who can own prop I rty, whom they can
.mar'ry, where they may be buried. Whites have
the most rights and privile s. Africans h ve the
least.

Final authority to decide person's race rests
with the government-appointed Race
Classification Board which is made up only of
Whites. The classificationl is sometimes quite
arbitrary, relying mostly on 'looks' and heritage.
A brother may be classifi d as Colored, for
example, while his sister is classified as an
African. Under apartheid I ws they would not be
allowed to associate with e h other or live in the
same house. Enforcement f racial separation is
rigid even to the point of reaking up families.

B. Goo phical Segregatio
The Group Ar P Hey

The physical separation of people of different
races is the most observable fact of life in South
Africa. It applies to the country's land as well as
its people.

Legislation introduced by the Nationalist
Government in 1950 divided the entire country
into areas for Whites and separate areas for
Africans called "Reserves" or "Bantustans".
This term gets its title from the word Bantu
which is actually the name of the family of
languages spoken by Africans in Southern and
Eastern Africa. The South African government
refers to all Blacks in South Africa as antu, or
Natives; it calls the areas reserved for them
Bantustans. Most Africans, however, despise
being called "Bantu" and would rather be known
as "Blacks" or "Africans", terms which
acknowledge their race, their history, or their
claim to land.

Although Africans are 70 per cent of the
population, only 13 per cent of the land of South
Africa has been "reserved" for them. These
Reserves contain few in'dustries and no im
portant sources of employment. The land, from
which most of the reserve inhabitants derive
their income, is very poor-eroded in most parts,
desert in others. The areas of the country
reserved for Whites include all the large cities,
the seaports and airfields, the gold, diamond,
and other mineral mines. There is no land set
aside for Indians and Coloreds.

The South African government recognizes four
main racial groups:

Africans - persons of African descent

Whites - persons of Europ n descent

Coloreds - persons of I racially mixed descent
I

ft.sians - persons of Asian (mostly Indian) descent
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Per capita income (1968) $3,144.00 $117.00

Average wage in mining (1968) 4,740.00 $285.00

Ages subject to tax 21-60 18-65

Income exempt from tax $840 none

Education expenditure per pupil 159 $18

Infant mortality per 1,000 births 27 200

j Percentage of population 19 70

: Percentage of land reserved
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The Bantustans are similar to Indian Reser
vations in the United S tes in many ways. In
both cases the land given back to the indigenous
people of the region is only a small proportion of
the area taken by the Eur pean invaders. In both
cases the inhabitants ar supposed to be able to
develop their societies independently of the
dominant White civilization, despite the
limitation of space and the poverty of available
natural resources. But there is one important'
difference: When Indian leave the reservations,
they have citizenship ri hts and legal privileges
in the rest of the United States; Africans leaving
the Reserves have no ri ts in the rest of South
Africa. In spite of this, large numbers of
Africans have to come into White areas to find
work.

All Africans, Asians, and Coloreds living
outside the reserves must have official permits
to stay in any "White" region of the country.
Even if they have lived in such an area all their
lives, they can be "end rsed out" (ordered to
leave) at any time. Here is the case of one such
eviction order.

The Trial of r. Nan'a Sita

For 44 years Mr. N na Sita, an Indian,
and his family lived in retoria, the capital
of South Africa. His h use was in an area
which had been inh bited primarily by
Indians for many year . Most of the Indians
in South Africa were rought there as in
dentured servants an after fulfilling their
contracts worked t establish small
businesses. Mr. Sita was one such mer
chant.

On June 6, 1958, the Government issued a
proclamation declaring the whole of
Pretoria a "White are ." No Indians were
to be allowed to c ntinue living there.
Residences and busin sses had to move.
Mr. Sita refused. Fot over ten years he
fought lengthy court battles, spending
months in prison. In th meantime his home
and business were stroyed; his com
munity dispersed. Found guilty of breaking
a law that had destroyed his life, he made
the following statement at his trial:

"Those of us on whom the axe has fallen
are undergoing untold hardships
through having be n uprooted from
business and re idences, causing
misery, suffering, and unhappiness

resulting in financial loss and insecurity
for the future ... Implementation of this
policy (apartheid) brands us as inferior
people in perpetuity, degrades our self
respect as human beings, condemns us
as uncivilized barbarians. It degrades
and humilfates my race to which I am
proud to belong, a race which has
produced eminent men in all walks of
life. .. It has branded the 14 million
Non-Europeans of South Africa,
Africans, Indians, and Coloureds as
inferior lest their proximity and shadow
contaminate and pollute the members
of the ruling race. . . "

The rural areas are also affected. Groups of
Africans living on land reserved for Whites are
called "black spots;' by the Government.
Although they may have lived there for
generations, these Africans are gradually being
evicted. The evicted families are moved to
"resettlement villages" such as Morsgat.

People evicted from their homes.



-more than 300 families are living there in tents and
shacks after having been moved off "White" land.

-some people were moved from slate quarries where
they worked, others came from locations in White
towns.

-there is no employment and the men have t leave the
camp to find work. Most breadwinners earn no more
than $5.00 a week.

-the first people were taken there in Decem er, 1968.
Nine months later, and only after a public outcry, did
the Government start building some crude h uses.

......o-r...el!llllOt---a-n..a-m-i~ll~io-n~A~f~r~ic-a-n-s~h-a-v-e--b~ee-n-u-p...r-oo-t-e-d-a-n-d--s-en-t-to.-r-es..e...t....tl-e-m-e...n-t-------------..........,-

villages since 1959. Morsgat is only one of many resettlement camps.

I ~~=-~••I .~';'''''~,{,"~

I
I
IAt Morsgat

I

I
i
I

I
I
IAt Morsgat

I
I
I
At Morsgat

-round-trip bus fares to work vary from $1.5 to $2.52 a
week. Most men can only afford to pay thes fares for
week-ends - and not even every week-end.

-Before coming to Morsgat, the men lived with their
families near their work. Now they can no I nger live
with their families.

-there is one water tank for the whole community 
over 1200 people. The water is bad.

-there are no latrines and subsequently there is much
disease.

-the stink is terrible after the rains.

At Morsgat -there is evidence of malnutrition.

-there are no medical facilities available there.

-people complain of diarrhea and serious dy sores.

At Morsgat -the people are allowed to build houses for themselves.

-"At a meeting they told us the bricks cost $112. We can
barely afford food."

There are many Morsgats in South Africa. They exist becaus under the
design of apartheid everyone has to be moved off the land belonging to
another race. But unlike Africans, Indians, and Coloreds, Whites have never
been forcibly evicted. Those few who have moved have been well com-

.... .pensated by the Government. ~ ....
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This system of migratory labor destroys
family life for the majority f Africans. It forces
them to live as isolated individuals in a per
manent state of uncertainty. And it deprives

6

The fact of the matter i~lthat we need them
(Africans) because the~ work for us, but
after all we pay them f f their work. .. But
the fact that they work for us can never
entitle them to claim p litical rights. Not
now, not in the future, under no cir
cumstances can we rant them those
political rights in our own territory, neither
now nor ever.

By depriving them of th right to settle in one
pla·ce and the right to own property, the
Government makes Afric ns (and to a lesser
extent Indians and Colore s) into a vast pool of
"migratory labor" that c be easily channeled
to satisfy the needs of the South African
economy. Prime Minist r Vorster recently
expressed the Governm nt's view of this
situation:

The physical separation of the races that is the
basis of migratory labor is effectively enforced
by a system of pass laws. All Africans, men and
women, have to carry a pass (something like a
passport) on their person at all times. The pass
books contain personal biographies, details of
employment, and records of permits to travel or
reside in a certain place. They have to be always
kept up to date: in practice, this means hours of
standing in line every few weeks to be
photographed or to get the signature of em
ployers and of the petty government officials
who are in charge of keeping track of the
movement of individuals.

ut while the system of migrat<;>ry labor
destroys the traditional African culture, and
with it their ties to their past, Blacks are not
allowed to participate in the dominant White
culture. They are completely prevented from
having access to the benefits that living in a city
normally brings.

them of their cultural heritage. Traditional ways
of associating with friends and relatives, wives
.~nd children, tradtitional ways of cooking, of
dressing, of worshipping, traditional arts are
made impossible in the modern industrial en
vironment of the cities where Africans are of ten
isolated strangers who stay but a short time
~efore having to move somewhere else.

Africans may be stopped by any policeman at
any time, even in their proper residences; and if
they are found to be without a pass they are
automatically arrested. If the pass book does not
contain the necessary permits to reside or work
in the place they are stopped, if any of the
required information in the pass is out of date, or
if some required signature is missing, they are
also arrested. Over 3,000 Africans are arrested
each day for pass offenses.

This large number of arrests is the govern
ment's most obvious method of regulating the

.movements of the population. Even without the
arrests, the Pass Laws are a continuous
harrassment that prevents the African
population of South Africa from ever feeling
secure. The fear of being arrested, the long waits
to obtain required certification, and just the
necessity of carrying a pass book at all times are
only more subtle measures that make the
Nationalist Government's extensive control of
people possible.

Africans who are arrested without being able
to show that they have permits to work in a
particular city are sent back to the reserves. The
following case is typical of millions of others:

Lawc.

Africans are also required to have special
permits to enter a city t find work. They lose
their permit if they leave the city to return to
their family, and have t re-apply for a new
permit the next time they need to find work
there. The Government uses this system of
permits to regulate the la or force in different
cities. If there are few jo s available in a city,
few Africans will be all ed to enter it. This
often puts Africans in the I position of having to
choose between keeping th ir jobs or seeing their
families.

Two-thirds of the Africans and all of the
Coloreds and Indians in South Africa live in
White areas where they an be evicted, reset
tled, or ordered to move at any time. Most of
these people who live in White areas have to
come either to the mine or to the cities and
towns to find work. i

In the large cities, AfIUcans have to live in
ghetto-like areas called Itownships which are
physically separated from the rest of the city.
Men who come to the citie seeking employment
are not allowed to bring their wives and families
with them. As a result they move constantly
between the cities an the rural areas.
Sometimes they work for year or more before
returning home for a sh rt time.



Mrs. B·ukane left Lady Frere, a small
village, where she was born, in 1946 and had
never been there since. She joined her
husband in Paarl (a large town) where he
worked· and lived with him there for 12
years - until 1958. Then his firm trans
ferred him to Cape Town and she was
allowed to accompany him and lived with
him in temporary housing in Guguletu, an
African "location" on the outskirts of the
city. They lived there until 1966 when she
was suddenly "endorsed out" after 21 years
of marriage. By then she had 5 children, all
of whom had been born either in Cape Town
or Paarl and who had gone to sch 01 in
Guguletu. The youngest had polio and was

1.--- ---- ._. _

eing regularly treat d at the Guguletu
clinic. She and her c ildren were told to
return to Lady Frere. y leaving Paarl and
moving to Cape Town she had lost all her
'rights' t live in an urban area. The law
demanded that she Ie ve her husband and
return to her "home." When she refused to
go, she was arreste , found guilty, and
sentenced to prison. Her attorney said at
her trial: "Nothing the court can do can
punish her as severely as the prospect she
faces of having to leave her husband." If
she remained in Cape Town she would be
arrested again. Her husband could not
f llow her as there wa no possibility of his
finding w rk in Lady Frere. Their nlarriage
of 21 years was destr yed.

-----~--_-.._-------------------------

Thousands of Africans are arrested everyday for 'pass' offences.

Because most Africans, Indians, and Coloreds
are not allowed to settle in one area or own
'property, they are prevented from developing
their own businesses or industries or other ways
of supporting th'emselves. This forces them to
take whatever jobs are available, regardless of
the location or the wages. The system of
separation of the races thus in practice ensures
that there is a constant supply of cheap African,
Indian, and Colored labor. The need to have a
pool of cheap labor available, first for large
scale agricultural production, then for mining
operations, and now for industrial manufacture,

has been one of th primary reasons for the
development of apa theid.

There are other im ortant reasons. The Whites
who were the archi cts of apartheid believed
that only complete s paration of the races would
allow them t survive-politically,
economically, and culturally-in a country
where they were a mall racial minority. Fur
thermore, they viewed apartheid as a just and
morally responsibl policy-as part of the
responsibility that Whites had to lead Africans to
self-government.
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Before the Whites arrive at Cape Town and
began to move n.orthward , South Africa was
inhabited by migratory or stationary Afric n
nations. The area around C pe Town itself was
occupied by the Khoi eople, who were
conquered by the Europe settlers and en-
slaved. There was miscegen tion between these
two groups from the be inning. The descend nts
of this racial intermixtur are the Colored
population of South Africa who still live
primarily around the Cape rea.

The. complex social r lations that have
emerged in South Africa erive in part from
the earliest contacts betw en Europeans and
Africans. The first White s ttlers arrived in the
Cape in 1652 and within 50 y rs several hundred
Europeans had decided to ttle permanently in
this new land. Whites have ived in South Africa
from that· time-longer th n most Americ ns

{have lived in the United S tes. Their 'home' is
no longer England, Hollan , or France, which
were the countries of their f refathers. They no
longer think of themselves s "settlers" but as
White Africans.

II.' hite S uth
The Minority

'ric
uler

••
to escape ritish rule. This northern migration
- the Boer Trek - intensified racial hatred.
Leaving the settled areas of the Cape, these
trekkers saw the attacks of the Africans as the
greatest danger to their own survival, just as the
American pioneers moving westward feared the
attacks of Indians. The African nations of ..the
region, however, just like the Indians in
America, saw the White invaders as a threat to
th ir existence.

Colonist attempts to take over the land and
cattle of the indigenous Africans led to a series
of almost continuous wars. Although they only
ha arrows and spears to throw against the

ers' rifles, Africans frequently routed the
invaders. The powerful Zulu Empire, for
example, led by King Tshaka, one of the most
outstanding military leaders of the 19th century,
cut off the Boers' eastward expansion and forced
them to migrate north instead. Tshaka's suc
cessor, Dingane, also led such fierce resistance
that the day he was finally defeated (Dingaan's
Day, Dec. 16, 1838) is still a National Day of
Thanksgiving for the descendants of the Dutch.
The Boer trekkers, who called themselves
Afrikaners as if to justify their claim to the land,
were able to defeat Africans in the end only with
the help of British military efficiency and
equipment.

In those early days most hites were farmers
of Dutch descent, livin is lated and difficult
.lives. These Boers, as they were called (Boer
means farmer in Dutch), w re similar in many
ways to the American (ronti rsmen. They were
rugged individualists who h to rely mainly on
their own resources for surviv.al. When the Cape
was annexed by the British fter the" Napoleonic
Wars, most of the Dutch farmers moved inland

The two republics (the Transvaal and the
Orange Free State) the Afrikaners finally
established were heavily influenced by their
hatred and fear of Africans as a formidable
enemy. Survival depended on "keepin the
Black man in his place." The constitutions of the
two republics spelled out not only the separation
of the races but the subservience of Africans to
Europeans.

~teenth century Boer expansion north.
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Early diamond mining in South Africa.

British troops during the Boer War.

A. English - AI
Marching to Pre

By the mid nineteenth century Europeans had
established four ind endent states in what is
now the Republic f South Africa. The two
southern states were under the control of
Britain, the two northern controlled by Afrikaner
trekkers. The British states had outlawed
slavery, and allowed some Africans and
Coloreds the right to vote (tho e who had
property or educati nal qualifications). The
Afrikaner states insisted on segregation, with
only Whites having the right to vote.

The discovery of iamonds and then gold in
1887 in the Afrikan states led to British in
trusion in the North. elations deteriorated until
the end of the century when the Afrikaner states
declared war on Brit in, w~ich w~s attempting to
take over the Boer territories. The Boer War
(1899-1902) as it was called, was one of the most
bitter wars of its time. It is still remembered
today through the f miliar song, "Marching to
Pretoria" which came from this war. British
soldiers sang the son on their way to Pretoria,
the capital of the A rikaner state of Transvaal
(and the present capital of the Republic of South'
Africa). Superior ritish military strength
finally prevailed an the Afrikaners signed a
peace treaty, but their antagonism toward the
British remained str ng.

In 1910 Britain united the four states into the
Union of South Africa and granted it in
dependence as a Dominion country of the ritish
Empire. The government of the new country
gradually worked to bridge the conflicts between
the Afrikaners and the English-speaking South
Africans. The descendants of the English settlers
in South Africa view d Africans differently than
the Afrikaners. Ev n though they created the
first reserves to gu rantee African labor for
British-owned m· es and although they
-dominated the Afric n population living in their
areas, the English were not committed to the
idea of complete se ration of the races ..But at
the insistance 0 the Afrikaners, racial
separation was written into the new nation's
constitution. One 0 the most important reasons
the English-speakin Whites did not oppose this
demand was because the system of low-paid
African labor had roven so lucrative. It would
be difficult to main in a steady supply of cheap
Black labor if Afr·cans, Asians, and Coloreds
were to be granted citizenship rights.
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B. The White View of A rtheid

Successive English-A rikaans coalition
governments passed more nd more legislation
restricting the rights of Africans, Asians, and
Coloreds. These laws pplied to specific
situations as they arose; but there was no system
of apartheid legislation until 1948. In that year
the Nationalist Party (ma e up almost entirely
of Afrikaners) campaigne on the promise to
enact an all-encompassin program of apar
theid. The Nationalist Part won by a very small
margin. The English-sp aking population's
protest against the racial policies of the new
government, vigorous at fir t, gradually relaxed
in the 1950's.

The program of aparthei legislation enacted
by the Nationalist Party f malized and refined
a system of practices that d been in operation
in South Africa since the c ming of Europeans.

From their first meeting Europeans looked on
Africans as savages dev id of culture and
religion. Whites in South Africa have always
used the derogatory term ffir (unbeliever) to
refer to Blacks, while cal ing themselves true
Afrikaners. Moreover uropeans believed
Africans to be inferior bein s because their skin
was black.

With the missionary sentiments of a people
convinced of their superi rity, White South
Africans belived it was the r duty to govern or
"care for" Africans. This i ea that they had to
"take up the White man's den," as ,Rudyard

10

Kipling put it, helped White South Africans
rationalize the way they subjugated the peoples
of other races. White South Africans, English
and Afrikaner alike, were convinced that their
control of Africans was a just, responsible, and
even Divinely-directed program.

From the 17th century to the present the Dutch
reformed Church, to which nearly all Afrikaners
belong, has played an important role in sup
porting and justifying apartheid. The theology of
this Christian Church maintains that all Negroes
are descendants of Ham (Genesi 9:22) and like
him have been cursed to be "hewers of wood and
drawers of water" - eternal servants of all
other men. This interpretation of the Bible has
long been at the root of Afrikaners' belief that
they are right to control Africans.

English-speaking White South Africans, who
do not accept this theological justification of
White superiority, nevertheless, also believe that
apartheid - at least in theory - is a morally
responsible policy. Today, most White South
Africans explain the design of aprtheid this way:
Whites and Africans are two different races
which cannot live together in one political state
without one group destroying the other. The
language and culture of both races would be
destroyed by intermingling. The pride of both
races in their language and culture makes this
undesirable. Therefore, the different races must
develop separately, and to do this must be
physically separated.



This policy of "separate development"
demands that Africans have their own states. To
meet this need the South African government
has designated 13 per cent of the total area of
South Africa as "African Homelands" or Ban
tustans. Accordin~ to the official plan, the entire
African population is someday to be relocated in
these "Reserves." There, the argument con
tinues, Africans will have full human rights and
will be able to govern their society as they see fit.
They will be granted no rights, however, if they
leave the Bantustans to travel in White areas.

The Nationalist Government has stipulated
that it will have to act as Trustee over the
Bantustans until Africans reach a level of
civilization sufficient for self-government.
Whites must also assume the responsibility of
helping the Bantustans industrialize. Only
~ventuallywill the Reserves become completely
Independent states within greater South Africa.

.C. Is the Bantustan Policy Meant to Work?

The Nationalist Government claims that the
Bantustans are the traditional homelands of
Africans. The majority of Africans, however, do
not live in Bantustans and never have. Many
Africans have lived for generations in the cities.

The Bantustan policy means that Africans
will someday have political and economic rights
- but only in 13 per cent of their country. And
even then the White President of South Africa

NAMle,CA

will continue to hav the final constitutional
control over the affairs of the reserves.

The promised indep ndence to be granted to
the Bantustans leave the Whites in a com
manding position in nother way as well. Ac
cording to the govern ent's African Homeland
policy, land will be set aside for eight separate
African states; and e ch state will be divided
into several territori 1 areas for each of the
many ethnic groups of African people in South
Africa. This divides the economic and political
power of the African population into isolated
unit,s and thus put Africans in a weaker
bargaining position with the unified White South
African nation.

More importantly, the Bantustans do not and
never will possess th economic resources to
support the entire A rican population of South
Africa. They occupy me of the most desolate
parts of the country nd have a very limited
potential for either gricultural or industrial
development.

The Bantustan policy ignores the fact that as
South Africa's industrial economy continues to
expand, more and more Africans are drawn into
the White urban ar as. The South African
economy is totally dependent on African labor. It
is impossible to perm nently separate Africans
and Whites without estroying the economy.
This realization is at the root of continuing
conflict between groups of Whites over the policy
of apartheid.

BOTSWANA
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Apartheid legislation r serves jobs classified
as "skilled labor" for Whites only. But if South
Africa's modern industri I economy is to ex
pand, it needs more skilled labor than South
Africa has White work rs. Big industrialists
constantly pressure the government for per-
.mission to employ African in positions that have
up to now been reserved nly for Whites. This is
one area of tension in the resent application of
apartheid.

Another concerns the enforcement of
migratory labor. Because African workers have
t~ ~ove in and out of towns frequently, it is
dIffIcult for employers to find people to work at
one job for any length f time. Productivity
suffers because migrant I borers generally do
not ~tay at one job long nough to develop ex
pertIse, and because in ustrialists are con
stantly having to train new people. Con-
sequently, many big employers feel that
Africans should be allowed to settle in one place.
But this is against the ap rtheid policy.

Finally, because Afric ns are paid so little,
they have hardly any uying power. South
African businesses, on the other hand, have
more products to sell t ay and need more
consumers than just the c ntry's wealthy White
population can provide. Many businessmen
would like to pay Africans, Indians, and Coloreds
higher wages so that they could then buy more
and keep the South African economy expanding.

These contradictions in the South African
economy - for exampl , the fact that the
working of the country's ocial system denies
businesses the skilled lab r they need to expand

D. Si of Strain· the Hey of Aparth •
- are a significant challenge to the stability of.
the policy of apartheid. If the country "is to con
tinue to develop along its present industrial line,
growth of these contradictions could someday
force the government to relax some of its present
discriminatory laws.

The conflict between the needs of the economy
and the ideolC!gy of apartheid also creates con-
flicts between groups of White South Africans.
The industrialists, whose interests lie in the
expansion of the economy, continuously pressure
the government to relax the application of
apartheid laws to allow more flexibility in how
the African population can be regulated. They
clearly favor a less rigidly defined system of
laws which would allow Africans more freedom
but guarantee continued White economic and
political control. Most of the big businessmen
and other Whites who favor this proposal are
English-speaking.

The Afrikaners, on the other hand, are
generally very reluctant about easing
discriminatory legislation - though they are
divided on the issue. Today there are many
successful Afrikaner businessmen who realize
that apartheid interferes with the economic
growth of S.outh Africa if it is applied too rigidly.
But there are still many Afrikaners in rural
areas removed from the needs of a modern in
dustrial, predominantly urban economy who
fear any liberalization of apartheid.

This division of opinion among different
sections of the White population, and the other
signs of strain in what otherwise appears to be a
firmly entrenched social system, all revolve
around the South African economy. The next
section will discuss some of the specific details of
this engine that makes South Africa go.

12



III. How Apartheid Pro per

Unlike other African countries, South Africa is
highly industrialized. It has several large cities
similar in size to San Francisco, Boston, and
Dallas. Up to the late 19th century, both
European settlers and Africans ~ere eng.aged
primarily in agricultural production. Africans
grew mainly what they needed for survival and
relied on barter; Europeans, using African
labor produced cash crops for sale on a market
based on money exchange. The growth of this

money-based agricultural trade led to the
development of cities nd towns.

The South African ec nomy mushroomed with
the discovery of diam nds, gold, copper, and an
extensive wealth of ot er minerals at the end of
the 19th century. The ining industry, which has
been largely under BritiSh control since the Boer
War, created some fabulous fortunes and
generated the financi I power South Africa
needed to further industrialize.

Aerial view of Johannesburg - the largest city in South Africa
with over a million inhabitants. In the foregr und is the
'Whites On1Y".air terminal - to. the. left is.the 'Whites.On1~'

railroad statlon. No Blacks llve ln the Clty. they 11ve ln
townships 15 miles out of the city.
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A. La r

The South African mines could be worked only
by using vast amounts of l,bor. But they could be
operated profitably only \fhen labor costs were
low. This meant paying African laborers low
wages. To persuade Afri ans to work for low
wages, the South Afri an government, in
cooperation with the English-speaking mine
owners, did two things. It imposed taxes on
Africans that had to be pa· in cash, thus forcing
Africans to work for wage instead of continuing
to produce only what they needed for survival.
And it classified any African outside a Reserve
not working for a Europe n as a vagrant liable
to prosecution, thereby c ercing many African
men to accept whatever work Whites provided.

This sytem of forced 1 or still furnishes the
South African mines with their labor force today.
South Africa also I p rt~ Africans from other
Southern African countrie to work in the mines
as well. These temporary immigrants are forced
to work for the same reas ns that South African
Blacks are. They do n)f go to South ~Africa

because working conditioqs there are good, any
more than Southern Blac in the United States
go to live in ghettoes in th Northern U.S. cities
because conditions there ~re good. They go only
because it is the only p ibility they have of
earning wages.

Most Africans work in the mines on nine
month contracts. Because it is more efficient,
the mining companies pr vide some minimal
housing and food. But no Ipiners are allowed to
bring their wives or famili I to live in these mine
compounds which are u \,lally just bunkrooms

crowding 16 men into a 20 ft. by 30 ft. space. This
forced separation of African miners from their
families keeps Africans moving constantly from
the mines back to the countryside. Under
apartheid legislation, the Pass Laws regulate
this population flow to provide for the labor
needs of the South African mines and industries.

An abundance of cheap labor and the profits
from selling its mineral wealth helped South
Africa develop from a mineral-exporting outpost
into a modern manufacturing economy. Few
Africans were originally involved in big business
operations, but when South Africa began to in
dustrialize rapidly in the 1950's, more and more
Africans were needed in the factories. White
workers, fearing competition for jobs from other
racial groups, pressured the Government to
enact measures that would safeguard the
position of Whites. The Government was further
induced to apply apartheid laws to labor policies
by big mining and industrial employers who
argued that both Black and White workers would
be easier to govern if they could be dealt with
separately in racial groups instead of collec
tively as workers, regardless of race.

The recent laws that have applied apartheid to
labor policies have some important historical
precedents. The Cape Masters nd Servants Law
of 1865, for example, defined the relation
of master to servant and servant to master in
quasi-legal terms and set the tone for successive
legislation. The Mines and Works Act of 19i1 was
passed to satisfy white miners' demands that
skilled positions be reserved only for them. The
most important modern apartheid labor
legislation includes:

-.~
Workers inaJl ~'-....,.~
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Aver e Monthly Salaries and Wages In South Africa, 1 7-19 8

Industry White Colored Asian African

Mining (1967) 396 83 $98 $24

Construction (19 ) $357 $142 172 $61

Manufacturing (1968) 340 $87 93 $64

Public Service (1 67) 208 $74 $93 $33

(Source: Survey of Race Relations in South Africa, 1968)

person than any other group of people in the
world.

.. There are many more uch laws. One rough
measure of how this ap theid labor legislation
affects the people of Sou h Africa is wages. In
the mining industry, w es for Whites are 16
times greater than w es for Africans. In
manufacturing, the aver ge monthly salary for
Whites is over five times that of Africans.

The discrepancy betwe n wages paid to Whites
and those paid to Africans has increased over the
last fifty years. The ben fits of South Africa's
increased economic pros rity in that time have
gone mainly to Whites. outh African Whites
have one of the highest st ndards of living in the
world. Although there is some' poverty among
them, they own more aterial wealth-cars,
houses, or swimming p Is, for example-per

But Africans in South Africa have to struggle
just to subsist. Surveys conducted by the South
African Institute ofRace Relations in 1970 found
that an average urban family of five, even with
two wage earners per household had a monthly
income that was 10 to 15 per cent short of what
they needed just to buy basic necessities. Many
Africans are malnourished-those in the
Reserves as much as those in urban areas.
Housing is uniformly bad. No African may own a
house, and the government's housing .projects
offer only shoddy, usually very small units in
desolate townships. Streets are neither lit nor
paved. Electricity is uncommon, and the water
supply for African living areas is minimal. These
are the conditions that exist on the outskirts of
some of the most prosperous and modern cities
in the world.

16 African township - Johannesburg. No house electricity or running water.



The government has made no effort to force
employers to pay a living wage even though it is
well aware of the chronic underpayment in the
country. The Minister of Labour summed up the
Government's attitude this way:

" To plead that you must pay the Natives who
are employees a civilised wage means only
one thing in this country-White wages. To
want to pay Natives White wages fails in the
first place to take account of their produc- °

tivity; in the second place it does not take
their living standard into account. II

c. The E ncation I Syste

Education plays a major role in preparing
Whites to lead the economy and in
simultaneously preventing Blacks from having
influential positions in the labor force. Apartheid
applied to education means that schooling for
Whites is free and compulsory until the age of 16.
White schools have excellent facilities; and a
large percentage of the White population com
plete diplomas in higher education at the
government's expense.

At the other end of the scale, apartheid means
that educational opportunities for Africans are
very limited. In 1953 the Nationalist Government
brought all education of Africans under State
control. Even private schools are now illegal for
Africans. The government itself spends nine
times more per pupil for the education of White
children than it does for the education of
Africans. And unlike Whites, Africans must pay
even to go to public school. Although there are a
few Blacks in South Africaon universities, a lot of
Africans never get to school. Most who do start in
Grade One do not have more than three years of
schooling. And in the last several years,
government expenditure per capita for "Bantu"
education has decreased. When the State took
complete control of Black education, the
Minister of Education put the government's case
this way:

" Education will be suitable for those who will
become the industrial workers of the
country.... What is the use of teaching a
Bantu child mathematics when it carinot be
used in practice? That is quite absurd.
Education must train and teach people in
accordance with their opportunities in life ... " 17



The South African government often says in its
defense that more Afric ns in South A ica at
tend school than in any ther African country.
This comparison is misle ding, not only because
it attracts attention away from actual op
portunities for Africans t attend school in South
Africa, but because it d s not contrast African
education to White educ tion In South Africa.

A White school in South Africa.
Education is fre and compulsory.

Today South Africa i one of the most
properous modern industrial countries in the
world. Its economy has been expanding so
rapidly that almost 10 corporations in the
United States and West ElU'0pe have decided to
invest there to take advantage of the low labor
costs and high profit rate.

But South Africa's e onomic prosperity
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This is like defending the qu lity of educ tion f r
Black people in the u.S. by comparing it with
education in the ongo. South Africa, like the
United States, is a rich, industrialized country.
Other African countries are not. But the real
difference between most independent African
countries nd South Africa is that the former are
committed to free, universal education for all
citizens. In South Africa this is for Whites only.

A Black school in South Africa.
Parents pay for much of the costs.

depends on discriminatory labor and educational
policies and on the general control of the
population apartheid makes possible. The
government has had to increase its control in
recent years because resistance to its ex
ploitative racial policies still continues strong.
The next section examines how making the
country a financial success has meant creating a
totalitarian state in South Africa.



IV. Resistance, Repression, and
the p. lice State

The Zulu King Tshaka (1773-182 ) who led his people
against Whites moving into Zulu territory.

The present tension in South Africa has a long
history. Ruling South African Whites have had to
fight every inch of the way to establish them
selves in power and to maintain their position
against continuous 0 position.

By 1910, when the Union of South Africa was
formed as a British Commonwealth nation,
Whites controlled most of the land of the country
and had been succ ssful in making ~any

Africans dependent on jobs offered by Whites.
The act of union further united all Whites in
South Africa; by 1913, he White government had
enough power to deprive Africans of the right to
own land and to re erve 87 per cent of the
country's land for W ites.

Africans, who wer excluded from voting in
the new nation's gove nment, turned to protest.
When petitions befor both the South African

When the Boers beg In their Trek away from
the Cape they were turned back from Natal in
the East after being verely defeated by the
Zulu nation. They we e forced North by suc
cessive defeats at the b nds of King Mshoeshoe
in the area of Lesoth and King Sekhukuni in
what is now the Transv ala The Boers were' able
to defeat the Africans nly with the military help
of the British. And th British, even with their
phenomenally superior fire power (including the
machine gun for the first time), had to rely on
playing rival ethnic roups off against each
other to finally establish military control over
Africans.

B. Protest A~ainstContinu Occu •on

mounted a fierce resist nce to defend their land.
Black South Africans have never submitted
willingly to White rule.

The advance of first the Dutch and then the
British into the interior of the country
precipitated ~lmost continuous fighting.
Africans' determinatio to keep control of both
their land and their people presented the
colonists with much more than skirmishes; nine
full-scale wars were f ught between 1779 and
1879. Even without g ns, different groups of
Blacks often routed the invaders and in some
cases made them res ect Africans' territorial
rights until the 20th c ntury.

ce to White Inv i nA.

White South African society has been built up
on the expectation of warfare. The townships
where Africans live have been physically
separated from the cities so they can be easily
surrounded. Pillboxes and road blocks have been
built allover the country. Expenditures for
Defense and Police have increased every year;
South Africa now has more military might than
almost all other African nations-except
Egypt-combined. Even White women have
been trained in shooting.

The first Europeans found Africans willing to
coexist peacefully with them. They responded by
enslaving the indigenous peoples and claiming
their land. In the next hundred years as the
Afrikaners gradually expanded away from the
coast by plundering Africans, taking over their
land and often burning their villages, Blacks
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government and the British government met
with no success, Black formed the African
National Congress (ANC). In 1912, Africans from
almost every ethnic grou and every region of
South Africa met togeth r on the question of
White domination. Dr. . I. Seme, one of the
founders of the A.N.C., d clared: "The demon of

. racialism, the aberration of Xhosa-Fingo feuds,
the animosity that exists etween Zulus and the
Tongas, between the B uto and every other
Native, must be buried nd forgotten ... We are
one people."

conducted several major strikes. Trade unions
united Africans and made them a significant
political force, but the election of the Nationalist
Government in 1948 slammed the constitutional
door on their app~als for a lessening of racial
discrimination. Africans are no longer allowed to
belong to trade unions.

The extension of apartheid after 1948 was
opposed by many Whites as well as Africans,
Indians, and Coloreds. Most English-speaking
South Africans had long been willing to grant

Year after year the protests against apartheid continued. To the left Africans
demonstrate again t the pass laws. To the right supporters of a bus boycott
walk the fifteen miles from their homes in the township to work in Johannesburg.

Since that time, the A.N.. has been one of the
major leaders of African resistance to White
domination. In 1913, the A.N.C. organized protest
against the Land Act. It h conducted continual
demonstrations against the government, in
volving hundred of thous ds of Africans at one
time or another, and has een especially active
in opposing the Pass Law.

In the 1920's, 30's and 4 ' , Africans organized
their own trade unions. ne of the biggest and
most successful of these w s the Industrial and
Commercial Workers' Union (I.C.U.) which
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Africans more freedom than Afrikaners would
allow-as long as their own political and
economic position was secure. They felt that the
best way to guarantee their postion was to treat
Blacks more liberally, allowing them more
freedom of movement, the right to own property,
and at least token representation in government.
The rigidly enforced apartheid voted in by the
Afrikaners did not make sense practically, they
argued: it could only lead to violent racial
confrontation. Besides, it was too obviously
inhumane; it it went against all the notions of
civilization that had been hammered out in



Europe, and especially England. It had to be
opposed.

The Whites who did participate in the vigorous
demonstrations against the government found
that their White skin, which was usually their
passport to extensive privilege, no longer made
so much difference. Many were arrested, some
tortured and sent to long prison sentences, just
like all other serious opponents of apartheid.

The government reacted to the anti-apartheid
protest with the Suppression of Com unism Act
in 1950. This legislation entitles the Minister of

Justice to ban any pers n who is active in op
posing apartheid. Thousands of people have been
banned, many on the p etence that they were
Communists. The government is not required to
prove that the banne people are actually
communist, and is seld m able to do so. The
effect of the legislation, however, is to define
anyone who is seriously against apartheid as a
communist.

People who receive a anning order, which is
usually in effect for 5 ye rs but can be extended,
are placed under the following restrictions:

They may not belong to any organization
(including, for example, even sports clubs)
or hold any public office. They may not at
tend any gathering, social or political.
Banned people may not attend weddings or
funerals, as well as political rallies.

They may not communicate in any way with
another banned person. This restriction has
only been lifted when a husband and wife
were both banned. It is illegal to take a
message from one banned person to another.

They may be forbidden to receive any
visitors. Banned people can only be with
one other person at the same time.

They must report to the police once a week.

They may not teach in a university, and are
frequently forbidden to atte'nd a university
as a student.

They may not work as an attorney. By ban
ning many lawyers who defend people
charged with political crimes, the govern
ment has made it almost impossible for such
people to be defended.

They are restricted to a particular town, or
part of a town if it is a large city. They may
not leave at any time.
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By banning people, the government forces
them to be prisoners in their own homes. This
has proven to be an extremely effective way of
stopping political opposition. Banning orders are
arbitrary; they may n t be appealed, and the
police do not need a curt order to apply them.
Bannings are punishments without trial for
'crimes' that the government cannot prove.

White opposition to a artheid declined during
the 1950's, but that Africans, Indians, and
Coloreds did not. In 195 , the few Coloreds in the
Cape who were allowe' to vote were removed
from the voter roles, I and the four represen
tatives of Africans in Parliament (who were
White) were removed I as well. In response to
these new restricti ns, organized Africans
decided that they would defy those laws that
administered unequal treatment to them instead
of only protesting them. The efiance Cam
paign, as it came to b known, started in June,
1952. Before the end f the year thousands of
African men and worn n were arrested for en-

tering "Europeans Only" post offices, railroad
stations, and other facilities. No-one resisted
arrest: the idea was to fill the jails with passive
resisters.

The government responded swiftly by banning
African, Indian, and Colored leaders. It also
passed new legislation making passive
resistance illegal, thereby giving police more
effective measures with which to deal with
resisters. The grievances of the Africans, In
dians, and Coloreds were never considered.

In 1955, the A.N.C. called for 50,000 volunteers
to collect freedom demands from all sections of
the South African people. The thousands of
demands that came from virtually every
economic and racial sector of the country were
incorporated into a Freedom Charter for South
Africa. The government's response to this
showing of anti-apartheid sentiment was to
arrest over 100 people in 1956 and charge them
with High Treason for their role in the Freedom
Charter campaign.

of the Freedom Charter - part of which is below.
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"W , the peo I of South Africa, d clar for
all our country nd the world to know:

"That South Africa b longs to all who liv in
it, black and hite, and that no gov rnm nt
can ju tly claim uthority unl it i ba ed on
the will of all th people; that our p opl have
been robbed of heir birthright to land, liberty
and peac by form of government founded
on inju tic and. inequality;

"That our country will never be prosp rous
or fr until all our p ople live in brotherhood,
enjoying qual ri ht nd opportuniti ;

"That only democratic tat, ba ed on th
will of all th p opl ,can cure to all their
birthright without di tinction of colour, race,
sex or beli f."

The Freedom Charter,
Kliptown, Johannesburg, 1955



One of Africans' major grievances has always
been the system of pass laws which are
responsible for the daily arrests of thousands of
Blacks. In early 1960 a series of "stay at homes"
were organized to challenge these laws, and all
over the country there were large-scale pr tests.
In the township of Sharpeville, not far from
Johannesburg, several thousand Africans
gathered in one such peaceful demonstration.
Although no order to disperse was given, the
police opened fire on the crowd without warning,
killing 69 and wounding several hundred. The
country was outraged. Protest-including a

highly successful gen ral strike-was so intense
that many foreign bu inessmen believed that a
major civil insurrecti n would break out.

The government r sponded immediately by
declaring a State of Emergency, banning all
meetings, curtailing the press, and arresting
several hundred people without bringing charges
against them. But the government's most im
portant action by far was to ban the two major
African political parti -th A.N.C. and the Pan
Africanist Congress ( .A.C.). From that time
there has een no w y for Africans to legally
voice their political inioils.

March 1960, SHARPEVILLE. Top: adults and children run to escape the
bullets. Bottom: the scene after the shooting. Sixty nine people
were killed.
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by Joyce Sikhakane.

My hea is heavy, my shoulders shrug,
because espite
all my yes have seen
my hea has said
my heart has felt,
I do not elieve
that White, Black and Yellow
cannot talk, walk, eat, kiss and share.

It worri me to think
that only people of my colour
will libe te me.

You mu tn't trust a White man
my gran ather used to tell me
when l w s a child.
Youmus 'tthinka White man cares for you
my peo 1 caution me.
You know when a White man wants to know you?
When yo~ bring him money!

The Ind· ns? He's black as you.
But, not s poor as you.
He knows his trade-eheating you.
He's ha y to lend you money
just for ets to mention
the twenty per cent interest!
until you have to pay it.

And the Coloured? I ask.
Ag! Him, they say.
He doesn't know where he stands,
But he p fers his skin whitest
J\.nd hi h ir straightest.
And om how forgets the second names
of his bla k and kinky cousins!

I know of Whites, Coloureds and Indians
who are n t like that, I say.
But, I'm ld they are only a few.

Now, what about you my fellow Mrican.
We are intimidated, they say
Modimo, we're very very busy, they say.

not losin
our pass ,
our birth ertificates,
our train tickets,
our rent r eipts
our urban residential permits,
(not to mention our money, our husbands and our lives).

My head i heavy, my shoulders shrug,
because pite
all my ey have seen
my head s said
my heart ~s felt,
I do not lieve
that White, Black and Yellow
cannot talk, walk, eat, kiss and share.



c. Repr 10

There have beeen many massacres of Africans
in South Africa, and innumerable political
murders. But as the world watched Africa in
196o-the year many Black states were granted
independence from colonial rule-Sharpeville
finally made people see that a massacre in South
Africa was not an aberration, an accident.
Maintaining apartheid has always meant
government by violence.

The South African army is the ultimate en
forcer of the government's aparthejd policies.
A former Minister of Defense (and now State
President of South Africa) made this quite clear
when he declared: "Do not think we are arming
to fight a foreign enemy, we are not. We are
arming to shoot down the Black masses."

All White males receive compulsory army
training for at least two years. The entire White
male population is thus equipped to be a citizens'
militia which can be quickly mobilized. The
army enforces martial law (such as imposed
after Sharpeville, for example), and is in
creasingly trained in anti-guerrilla actions.
There are no Africans or Asians in the army.

As apartheid has been more and more strictly
enforced in recent years, South African Defence
expenditures have skyrocketed. The government
spent $61 million on Defence in. 1960; and $356
million in 1968. South Africa's arsenal includes
three brand new French nuclear submarines,
French Alouette helicopters and Mirage jet
fighters with air-to-surface missiles; 36 F -86
Sabrejet interceptors, Sikorsky helicopters, C-47
and C-130B transports from the U.S.; and ar
mored cars, machine guns, and over 500 air
planes (including both short- and long-range
bombers) from Great Britain. In addition, Prime
Minister Vorster has said recently that, "South
Africa does not need one penny's worth of
gunpowder to a~tack any Black state in
Africa...we can manufacture enough weapons of
our own to deal with any of these countries."

South Africa's police expenditures have in
creased, too: from $50 million in 1960 to $120
million in 1968. The police and the Security
Branch (similar to the F.B.I.) have extremely
wide powers. The police, for instance, control all
the following things: the right to hold public
meetings, or public and private protests; what
an individual may say; what they may read,
where they can travel, who they can visit; who

can attend university, and what can be studied at
the university. The p lice may enter atld search
anyone's home at any time of day or night. 'They
may arrest anyone without bringing charges
against them. They may keep people in solitary
confinement without allowing anyone, even a
lawyer, to visit them. They may send people to
live in remote parts of the country, and may
forbid people to eith r enter or leave an area.
The police may for id teachers to teach and
prevent writers and journalists from writing.
They may wiretap telephones, open and
scrutinize all letters, nd in countless other ways
keep any given in ividual under close sur
veillance.

The laws which give the police these wide
powers are called repressive legislation; they
deny all citizens fun mental human rights. The
government has outl wed freedom of speech and
of assembly, for example, and has provided for
punishment without trial. The Security Branch
which enforces thes laws is actually a political
police force. It is extremely efficient in finding
and physically eliminating all opposition to the
government. The system the Secutiry Branch
uses to force peopl to be informants and to
maintain a network f spies is very similar to
that of the Gestapo under Hitler in the 1930's.
And like the Nazi , the Security Branch is
ruthless in exercising its 'powers; its use of
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torture has been docum nted in thousands of
cases. It is for these reas ns that South Africa is
called a police state.

Throughout most of the 20th century all op
position to apartheid, wh ther strikes, rallies, or
petitions, has had to eva the growing power of
the police. Finally in 19 ,with apartheid more
rigidly enforced than ever, the government
outlawed all opposition. By making peaceful
demonstrations, strikes, pickets, and lobbying
illegal, and by bannin the A.N.C. and the
P.A.C., the government f rced Africans either to
give up all opposition t apartheid or to make
war against the state.

For the preceding twenty years Africans had
repeatedly warned the government against
forcing them into the position of having either to
submit or to fight. But fac d with that decision in
1960, Africans did not sub it. In 1961, the A.N.C.,
now underground, forme a guerilla army called
Umkhonto We Slzwe (Th Spear of the Nation).
At his d'efense in a political trial in 1964, Elias
Motsoaledi explained his reason for joining:

"When I was asked t join Umkhonto We
Slzwe it was at a time when it was clear to
me that all our year of peaceful struggle
had been of no, use. Th Government would
not let us fight peacefully any more, and had
blocked all of our legal cts by making them
illegal. I could see no ther way open to me.
What I did brought me no personal gain;
what I did I did for my eople and because I
thought it was the only way left for me to
help my people. "

Many A.N.C. and P.A.C. members left South
Africa secretly to train s guerrilla fighters in
Black African countries. The ones who stayed
initiated planned acts f sabotage against
government buildings and electrical in
stallations. At his trial for political offense,
Nelson Mandela, one of the main leaders of the
outlawed A.N.C., explain d that this policy had
been undertaken to pressure the government to
change its policies of apartheid: "Umkhonto, by
its policy of controlled sa otage, hoped to bring
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the Government and its supporters to their
senses before it was too late." The A.N.C.'s
creed, Mandela explained, was based on a
"concept of freedom and fulfillment for the
African people in their own land, but not of
driving Whites into the sea." And he continued
that:

"During my lifetime I dedicated myself to this
struggle of the African people. I have fought
against white domination and I have fought
against black domination. I have cherished
the ideal of a democratic and free society in
which all persons live together in harmony,
and with equal opportunities. "

The pressure of these sabotage incidents did
not move the government one inch from its
committed path; it only introduced even more
severe legislation. The Sabotage Act, passed by
Parliament with only one dissenting vote, allows
for the arbitrary arrest of any suspect for an
indefinite period of time, makes people accused
of sabotage guilty until they prove themselves
innocent, and defines sabotage so broadly as to
include painting slogans on walls.

Throughout South Africa's history apartheid
has been more and more harshly enforced.
There has never been even any minor
liberalization of the policy. The government has
responded to popular pressure and protest only
by enacting ever more repressive measures. As
a result, the government today has wide control
over all South Africans, Black and White.

But in spite of this extreme level of repressiop,
in spite of the police state and this government
by force and fear, the struggle for freedom in
South Africa remains strong. When the acts of
sabotage in the early 1960's failed to change
White opinion and repression increased, the
oppressed people of South Africa were left with
no alternative but to forcibly regain their
freedom. South Africans continue to train abroad
as guerrilla fighters, and at home African men
and women have built up a large underground
resistance organization. They sing, M ylbuye
i'Afrika-Africa must come back to us.



CHAPTER TWO

UFE UNDER PORTUGUESE COLONIALISM

I. The Overseas Province :
The Last ,of the Colonies

Portugal was the first modern European
country to invade Africa and it is the last
remaining colonial power today. Four hundred
and fifty years have gone by since the Por
tuguese first landed in Africa in search of better
trade routes to Asia. Today, the Portuguese are
still holding tight to colonies in West and
Southern Africa.

The Portuguese do not call their holdings in
Africa "colonies". Since 1952, Portugal has
referred to them as "Overseas Provinces",
maintaining that they are an integral part of the
Portuguese nation. This change in terms was
designed to avoiq U.N. resolutions which apply
to colonized territories. Now Portugal refuses to
debate questions relating to colonialism on the
grounds that the African territories are an in
tegral part of the Portuguese nation.

To the Africans under Portuguese rule,
however, it makes littl ifference what the label
is. What a colonial governor said 25 years ago·
remains true today:

Natives are Portuguese subjects under the
protection of the Po tuguese nation-which
is considered ~s a cultural unity or as a
political unity.

" For Africans, the pre ent relationship between
Portugal and the "Pr vinces" is just an alter
native form of the d colonial relationship,
where an outside government imposes its rule on
a local people; the P rtuguese have political,.
administrative, econo ic and social control over
the lives of Africans."

Guinea-Bissau and the Cape Verde Islands are
geographically set apart from the other Portuguese
colonies in Southern Africa. However, they operate
under the same colonial policy: in each area land,
labor, educational and administrative policy has
been similar..
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II. Portugal and the Colonie

A. Economic Politic I Relations

Portugal is the poor st nation in Western
Europe. It has been gov rned by a dictatorship
since Antonio de Oliveira alazar seized power in
1926. Portugal imposes n the colonies a rigid
administrative structur which is designed to
extract economic benefits for Portugal from its
African "possessions" ..

" ... .
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The emblem reads: Sala ar, Savior of
the country; the shiel says: every
thing for the nation, nothing against
the nation.

The colonies themselves are agricultural
societies. Traditionally m st Africans engaged
in subsistence farming, growing just what was
needed for family or community consumption.
There was little produc ion for market ex
change.

Portuguese colonialism has changed this
pattern, however, becaus ortugal's industry is
heavily dependent on raw materials produced in
the colonies. The coloni 1 system has been
geared toward extractin certain crops from
Africa which are needed in Portugal. Africans
have been forced to chan the kind of farming
they do in order to me t these Portuguese
demands.
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Colonial authorities frequently compel
Africans to produce a certain crop. Millions of
Africans have been pushed off their land by
Europeans who want it for plantations. Often
these same farmers have been forced to work the
land they once owned for the minimal wages
paid by plantation owners.

Cotton production in Mozambique illustrates
how the Portuguese control African production.
Portugal's textile industry employs over one
third of all Portuguese labor. Cotton is
Mozambique's largest crop; 82 per cent of it is
bought by these textile mills in Portugal. For
Africans, who can neither use it themselves nor
make a profit from it, there is little incentive to
grow cotton; the Portuguese have had to force
them to cultivate it. A young Mozambican,
Gabriel Mauticio Nantombo, describes how this
was done in the Cabo Delgado Province:

"When the company came to exploit our
region, everyone was forced to cultivate one
field of cotton.... The time of cotton growing
was a time of great poverty, because we
could only produce cotton; we got a poor
price for it, and we did not have time to grow
other crops. We were forced to produce
cotton. The people didn't want to; they knew
cotton is the mother of poverty, but the
company was protected by the government.
We knew that anyone who refused to grow it
would be sent to the plantations on Sao Tome
where he would work without any pay at all.
So as not to make our poverty any greater,
then; so as not to leave the family and leave
the children to suffer alone, we had to grow
cotton. The company and government work
together closely to enforce the system. "

African cotton producers are legally bound to
sell what they 'cultivate to concessionary com
panies. By contrast, Europeans who produce
cotton in Mozambique can sell theirs on the open
world market at much higher prices. The
companies which buy African-produced cotton
have a monopoly in each region and can set
prices as low as they wish. They then supply the
Portuguese textile industry, assuring Portugal
of getting the raw material it needs at low prices.



Subsistence farming
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Most other crops are pr duced on plantations,
where Africans are paid f r their 1 bor rather
than for what they produce. The company and
the government work together, assuring
products for the government, profits for the
company, and low wages f r the workers. Labor
recruitment is based on f trce, either ~irect or
indirect.

Africans are made to ork for Europeans
indirectly in order tern money to p y taxes
levied by the coloni 1 re ime. Subsistence far
ming involves no c sh, s Africans must turn
elsewhere to get money. They have the choice of
either producing the cot on which the Por
tuguese want to buy or hiring themselves out to
work on plantations. If they are n t ble to pay
taxes, they can be sentenced to forced labor,
with no pay at all.

Legalized forced labor f llowed a long period
of slavery which lasted in some cases into the
20th century. One of the first things Salazar did
when he came to power wa to ensure that forced
African labor was written into 1 w. This was
done by making it ille 1 to be "idle". The
Portuguese defined "idl ness" as any work
which did not benefit them (e.g., subsistence
farming).

y the mid-20th century, unfavorable world
opinion induced the Portu uese to chan e the
forced labor law. Under new law Africans
could be forced to work nly if it was in the
"public interest" to do s . But the Portuguese
define "public interest" nd, in effect, per
petuated the old system af' er it was illegal. An
American businessman wh worked for years in
Angola wrote anonymously':

"According to law, it is ly in c ses where
the "public interest" is involve th t labor
may be requisitioned an uch requisitioning
must be done by the gov rnment, operating
through the chefe e 0 t .* Under this
heading falls the force labor on roads,
which is done without benefit of wa es. Most
of the loc 1 ro d work in iven district is
performe y women, who re taken from
native villages nearby. It- is common thing
in the interior to pass n s consisting of
twenty or thirty women f 11 ages, some in
pregnancy, raising n lettin fall their
mattocks in unison as th y clean ditches or
repair the roads. For major government

iC local Portuguese administrat r
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projects, men and boys are customarily
recruited, often spending six months or a
year many miles from home. (Harper' ,
1961)"

Today labor can be extracted from Africans in
many ways, some more subtle than direct
coercion but having the same effect:
1) CORRECTIONAL LABOR: one may be

forced to work instead of serving a prison
sentence for no~-payment of taxes.

2) OBLIGATORY LABOR: until 1961 all
"natives" had to work six months of the year
for the state, a company, or an individual.
Since then, the law allows such labor to be used
to "redress economic ills". The workers
receive minimal pay.

3) CONTRACT LABOR: a contract between
employer and employee. If the employee does
not fulfill some part of the obligation, he can be
'forced to do correctional labor.

4) FORCED CULTIVATION: the farmer is paid
for what he produces rather than for his labor.
Most of the earnings go towards taxes.

5) EXPORT LABOR: Africans work in South
African mines. South Africa pays Portu al a
recruitment fee of six dollars per worker. Over
200,000 Mozambicans are recruited this way
every year. In 1960 nearly one third of all
Mozambican ·males worked in South African
mines.

A coffee plantation in Angola



In addition to forcin Africans to work for
them, the Portuguese often claim land which h s
been occupied by Africans for centuries. In
Angola, the average Ian occupied by Europeans
is six times that wned by Africans. A
Mozambican woman, Natacha Deolind ,
describes this system.

"At· uzi the Portuguese bought all the land.
There· were ome vi I ges on the land, and
the people in them were driven out and had
to Ie ve their homes, their land, and look for
another pi ce to liv,e. They received no
compensation for their houses; they were
just driven out. In our rea we were forced to
leave, abandonin our fields, and the Por-
tugue e pi nte sugar cane everywhere. We
were not allowed to use the wells we had
dug; all the water wa reserved for the cane.
If one of us wa foun with some sugar cane,
they arrested us and made us pay fifty
escudos for a tiny piece of it. They said we
had stolen it, and if we didn't have any
money the administr tion made us work for
a week in the plantation, supposedly to pay
for the bit of sugar cane."

Thus, the Portugue e can force Africans to
work, force them to d particular kind of work,
regulate the amount they get paid for their work
and take their land aw y rom them. The effect
of this system has b en to totally disrupt the
normal economic and ocial life of the African.
In Southern Mozambi ue, more than half the
Mozambican males live away from their
families, working on lantatiOlis or mines. The
forced production of cash crops has severely
limited the amount f crops grown for food
causing frequent famines. '
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A Mozambican peasant, Joachim Maquizal, tells how Portuguese colonialism
affected his life:

.... the company paid money to the ... government, and then the government
arrested us and gave us to the company. I began working for the company when I
was twelve ... The whole family worked for the company; my brothers, my
father - my father is still there. My father earned and still earns 150 escudos a
month ($5.30). He had to pay 195 escudos tax yearly. We didn't want to work for
the company, ut if we refused the government circulated photographs and a
hunt was started. When they caught them they beat them and put them into
prison, and wh n they came out of prison they had to go and work but without
pay; ... Thus in our own fields only our mothers were left. .. All we had to eat
was the little ur mothers were able to grow. We had to work on the tea plan
tations but we didn't know what it tasted like. Tea never came to our homes.



B. Social Relatio

1. The Policy of Assimilation

The Portuguese say that, unlike in South
Africa, there is no racial discrimination in the
Portuguese colonies. Instead, they claim, there
is equal social and economic opportunity for
anyone who is assimilated into Portuguese
culture, regardless of color. This policy of
assimilation is based on the assumption of the
superiority of Portuguese civilization. According
to this philosophy, it is the mission of the Por
tuguese to "civilize" the Africans, which is to be
accomplished by the spread of Portuguese
culture in the colonies. In the words of the late
Prime Minister Salazar:

"We should organize more and more ef
ficiently the protection of the inferior races
whose call to our Christian civilization is one
of the most daring concepts and sublime
tasks of Portuguese civilization."

In this philosophy, it is culture, rather than
color which determines the rights and status of
an individual. Unless an African gives up his own
culture and adopts the Portuguese culture in full,
he is not considered worthy of equal rights.

people and one's past. An African high school
student tells about the ain he felt at having to
denounce his African i entity and yet not being
accepted as a White:

V'By the end of second y school, I was almost
the only African left in class. I used to get
lower marks than the Portuguese boys for
the same work. My white companions could
not see anything wrong with this. At the
same time they use to talk in front of me
about "those ignor t blacks", referring to
unassimilated Afri ns, and they could not
see how this might be painful to me as an
assimilado.' ,

The assimilation system was a false hope to
most Africans. In or er to become assimilated,
one had to be educ ted,. but in order t~ gain
access to the educati nal system, one had to
speak Portuguese (which presupposed in most
cases, coming from an asslmllado background).
By 1960, after five c nturies of the influence of
Portuguese culture, nly .08 per cent of the
population of Mozam ique, .7 per cent of the
population of Angola, were assimilated.

WHAT YOU EARN DEPENDED
ON WH YOU WEREUntil 1961 there was a legal distinction between

those who had assimilated (asslmllados) and
those who had not (Indlgenas). For most
Africans, the effect of this classification system
was the same as South Africa's classification by
race. Indlgenas got lower wages, were restricted
in job opportunities, political rights and property
rights. All Europeans in the colonies were
automatically classified as citizens in Portugal.
But Africans had to prove that they were
"civilized" to become citizens. They had to show
that they could read, write, and speak Por
tuguese fluently; that they had sufficient means
to support their families; that they were of good
conduct (as defined by the Portuguese); that
they had the necessary education and social
habits to fit into Portuguese culture; and in
addition they had to get approval from the local
administrative authority and the district
governor to get assimllado status. Some
governors required that Africans stand in the
public square of their villages and denounce
their African heritage and ancestry. In essence,
becoming assimilated meant rejecting one's

Agricultural Wages:

Status

white
assimilado

indi ena

Industrial Wages:

Status

white
assimilado

indi ena

Annual Wages

$1670
192
49

Dally Wage

3.50
1.05
18
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Today the legal distincti between assimilado
and Indlgena has been abolished but the
philosophy behind it remains.Assimilation into
Portuguese culture is still a goal offered to
Africans by the Portugu'ese, and the prize is still
higher wages, greater jo opportunities, and
elev~ted social status. In the last decade, the
Portuguese have realize the psychological
importance of offering upward mobility to
Africans. New schools hav been opened, more
Africans have been given administrative posts,
new jobs are being made available and more
Africans are being integr ted into the social
structure. These development are a direct
response to growing disc ntent and organized
resistance by Africans. The Portuguese realize
that they can only hold on t their colonies if they
promise concrete improvements in conditions to
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African. The campaign for reform is directed
toward creating a class of Africans who are loyal
to Portugal, and who will serve the needs of
Portuguese interests in Africa. As such, it is an
attempt to pacify Africans who might otherwise
turn against the Portuguese. The effects of the
campaign are, however, largely limited to urban
areas. The masses of, rural Africans remain
uneducated, outside of the administrative
structure and unable to change their economic
position. For them the changes are paper
reforms.

Thus, the assimilation philosophy is a strategy
designed to give Africans the illusion that they
can gain equal status to the Portuguese, and that
conditions for them are improving. It is used to
keep Africans quiet by offering them hope.



2. Education in the Colonies

The education system in the Portuguese
colonies has traditionally reinforced the dif
ferential status of Europeans and Africans. Until
recently, there were few public schools and these
were attended primarily by Europeans. The
education of Africans was left in the hands of
missionaries. The number of Africans who ac
tually got any education at all was very small. In
1950 in Angola, for example, there were a total of
737 African primary school students; the number
who went on to secondary school was negligible.
The fees for attending secondary school were
high and advancement in school depended on
knowledge of Portuguese (since all classes were
taught in Portuguese). An indication of the
impact of the educational system is the fact that
in 1960 the rate of illiteracy in Mozambique was
over 95 per cent; in Angola it was 99 per cent.

What education Africans did get is designed to
make them good workers and loyal servants of
Portugal. A Portuguese Cardinal described the
goals of African education as' follows in 1960:

"We try to reach the native population both in
breadth and depth to (teach them) reading,
writing and arithmetic, not to make 'doctors'
of them ...To educate and instruct them so as
to make them prisoners of the soil and to
protect them from the lure of the towns, ... the
path of good sense and of political and social
security for the province....Schools are
necessary, yes, but schools where we teach
the native the path of human dignity and the
grandeur of the nation which protects him~'

It must be remembered that the school system
was the primary tool for becoming assimilated.
Thus the limited educational opportunity meant
a limitation in the possibilities of assimilation.
African children whose parents were not
assimilated were cut off because their parents
could often not afford school fees (since their
wages were low) and because they did not speak
Portuguese. The school system did not provide a
way to break into the closed circle of
assimilation.

With the change in assimilation policy came a
change in educational policy. New schools were
opened and· expenditure on African education
increased. However, the content of the education
remained unchanged. Today all classes are still
taught in Portuguese; the curriculum focuses on

Portuguese history, eography and culture,
Christian morals, agriculture and handicrafts.
African history and geography are ig.nored.

Josina Muthemba, a Mozambican girl who was
at technical school only a few years ago, talked
about her school experience:

"The colonialists wanted to deceive us with
their teaching; they taught us only the
history of Portugal, the geography of Por
tugal; they wanted to form in us a passive
mentality, to make us resigned to their
domination. We couldn't react openly, but
we were aware of their lie; we knew that
what they said was false; that we were
Mozambicans and we could never be Por
tuguese."

The new education I reforms do not change
the basic fact of African education: that it is
designed to create th kind of citizens who will
serve the needs of P rtugal. The Portuguese
realized the need for a broader base of middle
class Africans (for reasons outlined in the
preceding section) an expanded the educational
system accordingly, ut the ultimate goal-

maintaining the Portuguese in a position of
power-remains the same.

Ill. Resistance to Colonialism

Africans have resisted Portuguese penetration
since the initial cont cts between them in the
15th century. Portu al was able to establish
itself firmly along the coasts because of its
superior naval power. Traditional African states
and kingdoms organized the defense of the in
terior; they were usually able to hold off Por
tuguese efforts to conquer inland territory. But
the lack of unity between African states
sometimes enabled the Portuguese to benefit
from divide and rule tactics. Portuguese forces,
sometimes in alliance with Africans, engaged in
extensive inland w rfare to capture many
thousands of slaves f r export to the Americas.
During four centurie of such sporadic warfare,
Portugal was never strong enough to effectively
conquer and control all of Angola and Mozam
bique, but had sufficient power to prevent any
African states from restoring peace and unity to
the area. By the e rly 20th century, the old
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African states were dem ralized and weakened
beyond recovery, and traditional forms of
resistance collapsed.

With the passing of the old order, new
organizations develope among people who
joined together on the basis of common suffering
under Portuguese coloni lism rather than the
old ethnic and regional relationships. People
began to understand their common oppression
through tax collection, f rced labor, and land
seizure.

Resistance took sever I forms in the early
decades of the century. In rural areas people
tried to counter Portu uese exploitation by
setting up cooperatives, tit such new economic
structures were soon rushed by colonial
authorities. In the cities, Africans had closer
contact with the Portuguese and weaker ethnic
ties between themselves. In these urban con
ditions the seeds of African nationalism ger
minated. In 1920, urban Africans organized the
African League, whose gals included national
unity, unity between the peoples of different
colonies, and unity of op ressed Black people
everywhere. Other nati nalist organizations

crystallized during the 1920's in Angola and
Mozambique. When Salazar came to power,
however, these organizations were outlawed and
broken up.

After World War II there was a ge~eral

movement for independence and an end to
colonialism throughout Africa. In the Por
tuguese colonies, three groups of Africans were
struggling against Portugal through secret
political organizing and actions.

The first of these were intellectuals, usually
assimilados, who had come to regard the Por
tuguese notion of "national unity" as
hypocritical. Many were students who met at
Portuguese universities and through these early
associations laid the groundwork for later
political organizations. Their political con
sciousness took the form of cultural expression,
since overt political action was illegal. Through
poetry and prose they played on three main
themes: 1) reaffirmation of Africa as their
mother country and cultural heritage, 2) the call
to revolt of Black people allover the world and, 3)
the sufferings of ordinary Black people
throughout Portuguese Africa.

I am oal!
You tear me brutally from the ground
and make of me your mine, boss

I am oal
and' y u burn me, boss
to serve you forever as your driving force
but n t forever, boss

I am coal
and must burn
and c nsume everything in the heat of my combustion

I am coal
and must burn, exploited
burn live like tar, my brother
until n more your mine, boss

I am coal
and must burn
and consume everything in the fire of my combustion

Yes, b ss
I will e your coal.

J se eraveirinha
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The second group were secondary school
students, who, for example, in Mozambique,
formed an organization called NESAM and
worked to build a sense of pride in their African
heritage and Mozambican nationhood. NESAM
was banned in 1964, but from it came many of the
nationalist leaders whQ are today fighting the
Portuguese.

Workers from the towns and plantations
formed the third group. In 1947 and 1948 they
conducted a series of strikes on Mozambican
docks and plantations. Several hundred people
were deported in retaliation by the Portuguese.
In 1956 the police killed 49 striking dock workers.
In Angola, three nationalist leaders were
arrested in that year. Hundreds more were
arrested, secretly tried, and sentenced to prison
in 1959.

By the late 1950's it became clear that sporadic
local resistance would result only in repression
and death, and that it was necessary to organize
into larger political units. Nationalist political
parties were formed in all of the Portuguese
colonies by 1960. The founders of these parties
had come from a common political background,
had studied together in Portugal and later
worked together to establish organizations in
their respective homelands.

In June of 1960 an Angolan nationalist party,
the Popular Movement for the Liberation of
Angola (MPLA), sent a memorandum to Por
tugal requesting a peaceful solution to the
colonial question. The Portuguese responded by
arresting 52 Africans, including MPLA leader
Agostinho Neto. When villagers from Neto's
region went to demand his release, they were
fired upon. Thirty were killed; many more were
wounded.

In early 1961, a gr up of cotton workers
protested low wages an ad orkin conditions
in Southern Angola. Th Portuguese respond d
by bombing their villa es. More Africans were
killed. By mid-March a nationalist organization
called UPA led laborers f the North of Angola in
a revolt against their employer after he had
killed their fellow workers. The protest spread.
In the months that followed, 20,000 Africans were
reported killed by the Portuguese in a
systematic campaign f repression. When a
police station in Luand (the Angolan capit 1)
was attacked by An lans, the Portugue e
responded by killing 3 0 in that city alone.

In Mozambique, over 500 Africans were killed
on June 6, 1960 in a peaceful gathering outside a
government official's office in the town of
Mueda. The story of th t massacre is told by n
eye-witness:

"How did that happen? Well, some of these
men had made con ct with the authorities
and asked for more liberty and more pay...
After a while, wh n people were giving
support to these lead rs, the Portuguese sent
police through the v·llages inviting people to
a meeting at Mu a. Several thousand
people came to hear what the Portuguese
would say.

Then the governor invited our leaders into
the administrator's fice. When they came
outside, the govern r asked the crowd who
wanted to speak. Many wanted to speak, and
the governor told them all to stand on one
side.

Then without anot er word he ordered the
police to bind the hands of those who had
stood on one side, and the police began
beating them. When the people saw what

James Burke-lifE
WHITES CLOSE IN ON AFRICAN TRAPPED IN LUANDA WAREHOUSE
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was happening, they an to demonstrate
against the Portuguese, and the Portuguese
simply ordered the polic trucks to come and
collected these arrest persons. So there
were more demonstrati ns a inst this. At
that moment the troo were still hidden,
and the people went u lose to the police to
stop the arreste ers ns from ein taken
away. So the governor c lied the troops, and
when they appeared h told them to open
fire. They killed about 0 people. Now the
Portuguese say they ave punished that
governor, but of course they h ve only sent
him somewhere else."

By the early 1960's it ad become clear to
nationalist leaders that their strug Ie would
have to go beyond app Is to the U.N. and
protest demonstration which ended in
massacre. Political orga ization by itself was
not sufficient. In the wor. of the leader of the
Mozambican independenc movement, Eduardo
Mondlane:

" By 1961 two conclusions were obvious. First,
Portu I would not a mit the principle of
self-determination an independence, or
allow for any extension f democracy under
her own rule, although y then it was clear
that her own 'Portugu e' solutions to our
oppressed condition, su ,h as assimilation by
multi-raci I c I nt, multi-racial schools,
local elections, etc_. had proved a
meaningless fraud. S condly, moderate
political action such s strikes, demon
strations and petitions, would result only in
the destruction of tho who took part in
them. We were, theref re, left with these
alternatives: to continu indefinitely living
under a repressive imp rial rule, or to find a
means f usin force a nst Portugal which
would be effective enou h to hurt Portugal
with ut resulting in our own ruin."

Liberation movements dedlc ted to ending
Portuguese c lonial rul devel ped in Por
tuguese Afric by the rly 1 6 's. Military
operation be an in An 1 in 1961, in Guinea- .
Bissau.in 1 3 and in M z m i ue in 1964.

Right:leaders of liberation movements
(from top to bottom) ilcar Cabral
(Guinea-Bissau),Agostinho Neto(Angola),
Marcelino dos Santos(M zambique).
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ANGOLA: Gmeml SlhUftion 1QlO

In Angola, the eastern half of the country is no
longer under the control of the Portuguese. In
Mozambique, the three northern provinces are
free. In Guinea-Bissau, the entire country except
for the' coastal cities is 'liberated territory'
controlled and administered by the people.
These victories reflect the determination of the
people who have fought under incredible hard
ships with few supplies or weapons from the
outside. They have had to rely on themselves.
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CHAPTER THREE

RH ESIA - SOUTH AFRICA'S

N RTHERN C US

In the preceding chapt rs emphasis has been
placed on South Africa and the two Portuguese
controlled territories, An ola and Mozambique.
This is because South Africa and Portugal are
the two major powers that dominate the whole of
Southern Africa. T·here is, however, a third
bastion of White supr macy-Rhodesia, or
Zimbabwe as it is referr to by the Africans of
that country. Zimbabwe is like South Africa

and the Portuguese territories in that a sma:
minority of Whites exercise complete contr<
over a large majority of Africans. It differs i
that Whites have only occupied Zimbabwe for,
comparatively short period of time (around 7
years); and the White regime there is not nearl:
as powerful or influential as either South Africl
or Portugal. In fact, Rhodesia is heavil:
dependent on South A(rica for support 
economic, miltary and political.
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I. White Conquest

Zimbabwe is a landlocked country. To the
South the "great grey green greasy Limpopo
River" (made famous by Rudyard Kipling)
separates it from South Africa. The northern
border with Zambia is marked by the Zambesi
River. The land in between is a flat plateau,
covered with scrubby bush and outcroppings of
huge, smooth rocks. Several hundred years ago
(probably around the 15th century) a major
civilization controlled the plateau, but the only
remains of its sophistication are the magnificent
stone ruins of Zimbabwe. The history of Zim
babwe which concerns us here, however, does
not begin until the late 19th century, the time of
the first conflicts between Whites and Blacks.

It was into the land between the Limpopo and
Zambesi Rivers that King Mzilikazi led his
people in the early nineteenth century, to avoid
subjugation to Whites advancing from Cape
Town into the North. He established his court at
Bulawayo (now one of the largest cities in
Zimbabwe), from which his people, the powerful
Matabele nation, dominated the territory bet
ween the two rivers. In 1869 the King died and
was succeeded by his son Lobengula. The new
king took charge of a rich and thriving nation
respected for its military might. When he died 25
years later his land had been invaded by Whites,
the strength of the Matabele nation broken.

Cecil John Rhodes, after whom

Rhodesia was named.

The man primarily responsible for this was an
Englishman, Cecil J hn Rhodes, after whom
Rhodesia was nam . Rhodes was Prime
Minister of the Cape Colony from 189 . His
financial dealings in S uth Africa had made im
one of the richest m n in the world. He as
president of De eers, the huge diamond minin
and marketing con lomerate, as well as
partner in one of th largest gold companie
exploiting the mine around Johannesburg.
Rhodes was an ambiti us man. His dream as to
extend British influence from "Cape to Cairo",
linking Southern Africa with the North. He
needed to invade and conquer Central Africa to
accomplish this. In a itioti he believed that th
land occupied by the Matabele nation had some
of the richest deposits of gold in the world.
Rhodes wanted to be the only person with access
to mineral rights in that country. By 1888 t e
court of Lobengula was besieged with Whit s
requesting permissi n to mine the Matabele
territory. But Loben la was not prepared to
give away such val ble concessions. Rhode
outwitted his White competitors by trickin
Lobengula into signin a concession that granted
"complete and exclusive ch rge over all
minerals situated nd contained in my
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kingdoms~ He did this by bribing the missionary
on whom Lobengula relied for translation of the
concession document. L bengula could not read
English. He was pursuaded to sign the con-
cession, believing it to be something quite dif
ferent than it was. When Lobengula discovered
his mistake he sent a letter to Queen Victoria
renouncing the document. Rhodes maintained
that the letter was a forgery.

The British government did not want to annex
territory north of the Limpopo as it was too
costly-but after the c ncession was signed, it
granted a charter to Rh es for his British South
Africa Company. The c mpany won the right to
both mine and "protect" its interests in
Matabeleland. Rhodes knew that Lobengula
would not accept Whit miners invading his
country. So Rhodes was determined to have a
military showdown to fiqally break the power of

Matabele soldiers with machine guns, rifles, and
cannons. The Matabele had only spears w1th
which to fight. About five Whites were killed and
over five thousand Africans died in the fighting.
Lobengula fled with some of his people and died
of smallpox and malaria in 1894.

II. Zimbabwe Under White
Minority Rule

The history of White occupation of Zimbabwe
covers only about 75 years. Today, there a're
some 200,000 Whites living among an African
population of well over four million. Most of the
White settlers arrived only in the twentieth
century: three quarters have lived in Zimbabwe
less than 20 years, and one quarter have been

Landscape of Zimbabwe with its flat plateau, scrubby
bush, and projecting boulders.

the Matabele. In 1893 an incident arose over
some cattle that were stolen by Whites. The
White officer in charge refused to return the
cattle to Lobengula's representatives. Rhodes
seized the opportunity to mount a volunteer
army, promising each volunteer land and riches
should they win. Loben ula appealed to the
Queen and to the Engli h government at the
Cape but his ambassad rs were arrested and
shot. Bulawayo was attacked by a White
volunteer army which mowed down the
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there less than 10 years. When African
nationalists talk about "settlers" in Zimbabwe
they are talking about the present, not something
that happened in the distant past.

Even after the victory of the volunteer army
over Lobengula, the British government did not
step in and Zimbabwe was ruled by the British
South Africa Company until 1923. In that year the
White minority population was granted self
government by the British Parliament, while



Britain retained control over foreign affairs and
a veto on discriminatory legislation. The latter
wa's intended as some protection for the African
population, but Britain never exercised the
power of that veto even though many laws were
passed by the White government that
specifically discriminated against Africans. In
the early days Rhodes had laid the foundation of
self-government for Whites. The franchise ex
cluded Africans from power (voting depended on
financial and educational qualifications to which
Africans had little access). An educational
system was established based on race
discrimination. Between 1928 and 1964 only 94
Africans had completed high school, although
schooling was compulsory for all Whites. And,
like South Africa, the land was divided into White
areas and Black areas in order to ensure
economic prosperity for the Whites.

For some forty years Whites continued
to administer Zimbabwe as a self-governing
territory under the ultimate juridiction of
Britain. Throughout that time there was steady
opposition from Africans to White rule,
sometimes in the form of petitions to the British
government, at other times in the form of major
demonstrations or uprisings. But the British
government never interfered with the steady
consolidation of White rule.

There was however, always the possibility that
Britain could interfere in the affairs of Zim
babwe. By the early 1960's the White settlers
there were agitating for complete independence
from Britain. Britain refused to grant Zimbabwe
independence until the White government
agreed to initiate steps that would lead to
"majority rule" in the country-that is, until
steps were taken that would give everyone, both
White and Black, the right to vote. This was
emphatically refused by the Whites, who had no
intention of handing over even limited power to
Africans. In the election of 1962(in which very
few Africans had the right to vote) an extreme
right-wing political party, campaigning on a
platform of White supremacy, swept into power.
The party, called the Rhodesian Front, is led by
Ian Smith. Relations between Britain and the
Rhodesian Front deteriorated steadily, with the
latter pushing for independence from Britain
while refusing even to consider majority rule.
Finally, when it beca.me obvious that Britain
would not "grant" independence, the Rhodesian
Front issued a Unilateral Declaration of In
dependence (UDI). This was an illegal act and
was immediately condemned throughout the

Ian Smith, Prime Minister of Rhodesia,
siglling the independence proclamation on
November 11, 1965.

Meeting of Prime Ministers of 2 White
Minority Ruled States-- Vorster (left),
Smith (right).
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orld. South Africa and Portu al are the only
countries ny here which h ve openly sup

rte the Smith re im since 1965. All other
countrie cl s their em ssie nd c nsulates

nd have refu ed to reco nize the Smith
vernment s the Ie i im te overnment of

Zi bwe.

wnf II of the illegal
e led' to the United
s a inst Zimb bwe.

dotte in an ttem t to cut ff all supplies
in and ut of the country. Sanctions were
a opted, ut the United N tio s did not support a

lock deofM z m ic n ndSouthAfric nports,
through which all Zim wean exports and
i p rt mu t p . S uth Afric an ortugal

ere only tOQ pie sed to upp rt the ,new White
re ime nd s, Ithou h e ec n my suffered,
the, S ith vernment h survived.

hodesian protester in Britain. Wilson
was Prime Minister of ritain at the time
of 001.

Since U I, the Front ha oved on II levels to
consolidate White control. T kin an example
fr m South Africa, sever I laws have been

ed that make it impo ible to c rry out any
political opposition' with ut- fear of police
repression. Many politic lie ders re in jailor
in detenti n camps in i 1 ted rea of the
country, for idden to m'municate with
any y. The White re im h s detained almost
all Afric n leaders, such Joshua Nkomo and
N abanin i Sithole. Nkom w s rrested nine
ye r 0 and has never een brought to trial.
Sith Ie was senteced in 196,9 to life im
prisonment. In Zimb bwe, as in South Africa,
any opposition to the gov rnment is severely
dealt with.
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Further legislation 'has been passed enfor~ing

segre ti.on of schools, public f cilities, and land
(including cities and suburbs). Major political
p rties have been anned and there i strict
censorship of the press, r dio and all other
publications. 'Citizen may be deprive of their
citizenship if the Government feels that they
h ve acted in a way that is "detrimental to
Rh desia". What all of this means in effect is
that there is only one opinion allowed in Zim
babwe-support for continued White supremacy.

Afric n opposition to White settler rule has
never been eliminated. Datin 'back to the
government of Mzilikazi, Africans have made
many an constant efforts to regain control of
Zimba we. For m ny year African leaders
relied on Brit in for support, but the ucce s of
the hodesian Front in decl rin independence
h s finally shattered that one hope of con
stitutional change. Today the African nationalist
p rties recognize that the Rhode i n re ime is
n t as strong as South Africa and will in
cre sin Iy rely on its powerful southern ally for
support. There is already cl e coil r .tion
between the South Afric nand hodesi n police
forces-and South Africa maintains erm nent
military presence in Zimba we.

White minority rule in Zimbabwe is
another link in the ch in of White domination of
Southern Africa. Guerilla fi hters trained out
side the country have returned and have
'engaged in open battles with both Rh e ian an
South African forces. African nationalist leaders
recognize that the stru gle a ainst White
domination is not limited to their own country,
and so there is close cooperation between
Africans from Zimbabwe and South Africa, as
well as from Angola and Mozambique.

Rhodesian Army uses weapons such as this
2S-pounder gun against African Guerrillas.
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A note on terminology:

Terminology is an often unnoticed form of bias. This problem arises in finding
a suitable desi nation for the United States and its allies. American politicians
often use the t rm "Free World." This usage generally refers not only to the
industrial countries of Western Europe and America but to all countries outside
the Communist bloc. Thus "Free World" includes such totalitarian states as
Portugal, Brazil, Nationalist China, and Greece. Such countries may be " ree"
from Communist rule, but they hardly qualify as states whose citizens enjoy any
political -freed ms.

Another common label is simply "The West." Since the world is round, this
term is arbitrary. It developed among European peoples, from whose per
spective Turkey and China appeared to the East. To a Vietnamese, Los Angeles
would be in the East, while the Phillippines would be West to a person in Oregon.

In common u age, "The West" connotes not so much a geographical concept
but a social system based on private enterprise. Its corollary, "''fhe East," refers
to a system in which the state controls the means of production. Japan is a
leading Capitalist country, but it is obviously located in the "East." Cuba is a
Communist country in the "West."

The only neutral terms seem to be those which refer to the social systems
directly. Therefore, this pamphlet uses "Capitalist powers" to indicate what are
often called simply "the leaders of the Free World." The terms "West" or
"Western powers" is used for purposes of variation, but they should be un
derstood as a social rather than a geographical designation.



CHAPTER FOUR

PORTUGAL AND THE WEST

I. Portugal's Dilemma

Today African movements in the Portuguese
colonies are fighting for their independence.
Over the past ten years Portugal has had to face
increasingly expensive wars in attempting to
defeat these natlonalist movements. It spends a
higher percentage of its Gross National Product
on defense than any other Western country
except the United States. But America is the
richest country in the world; Portugal is the
poorest country in Europe. Half of the population
remains illiterate. The average yearly income
for a Portuguese citizen is $360. Ten percent of
that meager income must be paid to the
government as defense tax. Portugal has an
annual defense budget of $400 million. This
represents half of the country's state revenues.

African revolts in the early 196\)'s caugnt
Portugal unaware. In 1961 it had only 3,000 troops
stationed in Angola. During the next six months
Portugal sent 50,000 soldiers there and spent 15
per cent of its gold reserves in emergency ex
penditures. Revolts in Mozambique and Guinea
Bissau brought a dramatic increase of troops to
these colonies as well. But Africans responded
by strengthening their opposition to the Por
tuguese-resistance continued to grow each
year.

Like Portugal, Britain and France had both
faced demands for independence in their
colonies. But their influence in the former
colonies was not automatically threatened by
decolonization and they chose to leave the
continent. The mother countries had trained an
administrative elite to oversee the commercial
operations established under colonial rule. When
the Europeans withdrew the newly independent
states continued to sell their produce and
minerals to Europe. and buy necessary
manufactured goods in return.

Portuguese Soldiers on parade in
Luanda , the capital of Angola.
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Portugal, on the other hand, doesn't have the
financial resources of Britain or France. Without
the protection of coloni 1 trading relations with
the colonies, Portugal would be squeezed out of
its business in Africa. For example, the Por
tuguese textile industry cannot compete with
foreign companies buying cotton from Angola or
Mozambique at higher prices. Portugal would
have no basis for continued economic
domination of the col nies if they were to be
granted independence.

Furthermore, African were never raised to
managerial positions in the colonial ad
ministration. In recent years the Portuguese
have conceded some ocial benefits to the
Africans. But in spite f these measures, no
client class of Africans h s emerged which could
carry out the present ministrative functions.
While the French and British made colonial
reforms in times of elative peace, social
reforms in Portuguese Africa are now being
instituted in a time of w . Africans cannot trust
that the Portuguese h ve the welfare of the
people in mind when for every new school built,
ten villages are destr yed by bombs. At this
point, decolonization w uld mean the loss of
Portugal's political influence in Africa.

Portugal chose not t follow the wave of
decolonization in Africa nd ~s firmly committed
to defending its colonie in Africa. It now has
160,000 well-equipped tr 'ps in the colonies. The
cost of maintaining th se forces has drained
Portugal's economy. Unable to cope with the
financial burden of a sustained war effort,
Portugal has had to turn to other Western
countries for assistanc .

At the outbreak of the wars Western countries
were hesitant to aid Portugal. This was a time
when anti-colonial movements were growing
elsewhere in Africa and Western powers saw no
future in the perpetuati n of an oid style colonial
regime.. So Portugal h d to offer attractive
reasons for Western su port.

ortu LoG for p

In the early sixties Portugal passed a series of
laws which gave forei n companies generous
incentives to invest in the colonies. Prior to then,
Portugal had virtually ealed off the colonies
from any economic relations with other Western
countries. The following ccount helps to explain
this reversal:
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"In a kind of last minute panic Portugal has in
the past few months opened wide its hitherto
almost hermetically closed doors to foreign
investments. The reason for this changed
course is ... tha knowledge that Portugal will
inevitably lose the struggle now beginning
for its colonial empire if it is not able in time
to win powerful allies for itself in the
struggle ... in this dangerous situation
Salazar has radically changed his economic
policy without much noise, with a minimum
of publicity even, he set out economically to
internationalize, to the greatest possible
extent, his empire. It is in particular the
Americans, the Germans and the Japanese
who are called upon in connection with the
industrial development in Portugal's un-.
derdeveloped African possessions. Today
this policy is securing the intended results
... lately there has been a growing
realization that the involvement of foreign
capital in Portuguese Africa has its effects
on the attitudes of foreign governments to
the nationalist revolts."-from the German
paper, Die Zeit, 1961

The inflow of Western capital into the colonies
has provided Portugal's weak economy with
foreign exchange necessary to cover its military
expenditures. Portugal receives part of the
profits of every company that is given per
mission to operate in the colonies. The Por
tuguese share of the profits comes from surface
rents, income taxes, concession rights, and
royalties which each corporation must pay to the
local administration where it is doing business.

This accumulation of foreign capital allows
Portugal the flexibility to import military
supplies as they are needed.

In the interest of maintaining their lucrative
operations in the colonies, corporations have lent
financial backing to the Portuguese war effort.
In this way Portugal has implicated Western
corporations in its policies and derives political
support for continuing the wars.

As Portugal began to solicit Western support
by opening the colonies to foreign investment,
some Western powers were still reluctant to take
an unpopular stand on the side of colonialism and
aid the Portuguese. The An~olan revolts in 1961
and the ensuing bloody Portuguese reprisals
brought international condemnation to the
Portuguese regime. In January 1962 the United
Nations passed a resolution confirming Angola's



right to independence. This blow to Portugal's
image in the world was sharpened by the fact
that the United States voted' in support of the
resolution.

ZAM&fA

In an effort to pressure the U.S. to reverse its
policy on the Portuguese colonies, Portugal
threatened to cut off U.S. military base rights in
the Azores. During this period U.S. strategists
viewed the Azores bases as indispensable for
American security in the region. Nearly eighty
per cent of U.S. milit ry tr nsport en route to
Europe refueled there.

The Portuguese thr at elicited the intended
response from the U.S. In December 1962 the
U.S. voted against a United Nations Genral
Assembly resolution condemning Portu uese
policy and calling for a an on the sale of arms to
Portugal. The following year the American
Under Secretary of State for Africa, Mennen
Williams, stated that: "It is neither in our in
terest to see the Portu uese leave Africa nor to
curtail their influence out there." Ever since
then, the United Stat s has voted in the U.N.
against resolutions demanding that measures be
taken against Portugal.

Owing to the devel pment of longer-range
aircraft, the strategic value of the Azores to the
U.S. has been declinin steadily since the crisis
of the early sixties. But U.S. business interests in
the colonies have increased tremendously over
the same period. Although strategic con
siderations have ceased to dictate U.S. policy
towards Portugal, the future stability of
American business op r tions in the colonies has
demanded that the U.S. maintain favorable
relations with the Portuguese regime. Perhaps
this second consideration helps to explain why
the U.S. has not chosen to return to its former
anti-colonial stance in the United Nations.

MOZAMBIQUE; Mi"i~ Concc..s.sions
TANZANIA

vr For years the Portuguese complained that
the U.S., their ally in Europe, worked
against them in Africa. There is less of th t
kind of talk now and the Portuguese expect
the relationship to keep on improving under
Nixon.r!.....U.S. New n W rid e ort, 1969

In 1969 Portuguese F rei n Secretary Noqueira
confirmed that this change in attitude towards
Portugal was not uni ue to the U.S. but applied
to the rest of the Western world as well:
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" For a long time it seemed as though the big
powers had united against Portugal;
meanwhile however th Western big powers
have recognized the value of Portugal's
Africa policy ... I can confirm that we have
information from reliable sources that
the military leaders of the Western big powers
would become very anxious should Por
tugal's position in the world be impaired.~'

But along with this pIe ge of political support
from the West, Portugal has had to accept fur
ther external control over its domestic economy.
In order to hold on to its colonial "Overseas
Provinces", the Portuguese regime has become
dependent on those c untries supporting it.
Members of the anti-c 1 nialist movement in
Portugal wrote about this development as early
as 1962.

" West Germany is now, even more than the
U.S.A. and Great Brit in, the country from
which Salazar is trying to get economic
support for his barbar us policy in Portugal
and the colonies. This support, as usual, is
acquired in exchange for important con
cessions-which are pI cing Portugal 'more
and more in the absurd osition of having to
be a colony in order to keep on being a
colonialist country."

if The gap between the economically advanced
countries and underdeveloped countries is
increasing. The good wishes formulated by
governments are not followed by the private
activities of those who hold economic power.
And the main question is still to know if,
within the pure logic of a market economy, it
is possible to find a solution to that
problem ... Recently some foreign in
vestments have been made in our country,
mostly to take advantage of the relatively
cheap labor force, which is rare and ex
pensive in industrialized countries.. There is
therefore no implementation of productive
techniques, design, commerce, or
management techniques. Business is
dominated in all its aspects by foreign in
vestors, and all that remains Portuguese is
the range in occupational hierarchy from
shop floor to assistant foreman."

Portuguese colonialism survives today
because Western powers have offered the
economic anq political support necessary to
sustain the war effort. But by allowing intense
Western involvement in its economy, Portugal
has sacrificed a large measure .of control over
both its domestic and colonial economies.

B. New PI for the Colonial
The financial invasion f the colonies is an

extension of the situation in metropolitan Por
tugal. For years foreign c pital in Portugal has
permeated all but the agricultural sector of the
economy. The major banks are dominated by
foreign capital and they in turn control the most
important economic activities.

Portugal is one of the world's largest
producers of uranium, but the sixty most im
portant uranium mines are owned by British and
American interests. The major iron mines
belong to a German steel trust. Another critical
industry, tungsten produc ion, is controlled by
British capital. In the s rvice industries, the
production and distributi n of electricity is
dominated by a u.S. firm while the urban
transport, radio and tele hone systems are run
by British companies.

Portugal's Minister for Industry voiced his
concern for this situation in 1969.
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Since 1960, the Portuguese military presence
in the colonies has pumped large amounts of new
money into the local economies. This money has
been concentrated in the development of roads
and other communications networks in order to
increase the mobility of the Portuguese army
and also to pave the way for foreign investment.
In Angola, for instance, the 1961' overseas
development expenditure was 40 million. Two
years later 164 million was allocated for
"development", half of which was spent on a
crash program for roads, airports and com
munications. Of the remaining funds, 10 million
was spent on geological and scientific surveys to
determine raw material potential.

This allocation of development funds points to
a change now taking place in the economies of
both Angola and Mozambique from agricultural
production to mineral extraction. In 1968
agriculture accounted for sixty per cent of
Angola's exports, while diamonds, oil and iron
ore accounted for only 28 per cent. In 1969
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however, while ninety per cent of the population
was still engaged in agricultural production, the
total ·value f mineral exports exceeded that of
agricultural exports.

Copper ingots waiting to be exported
from Mozambique.

The mining industry in the c lonies is being
rapidly developed by the joint effort of Western
corporations and the P rtu ue e government.
Portugal has had to prepare the colonies for
investment by determining the potential for
mineral extraction an by buildin facilities
such as roads leadin to valuable mineral
reserves. This kind of preparation has absorbed
a large portion of devel pment funds. Foreign
companies in turn have provided the capital,
equipment and know-h w to develop the in
dustry. A portion of the rofits are then paid to
the Portuguese government, but the largest part
remains in the hands f foreign corporations.
The colonies have no c ntrol over their foreign
currency earnings. While the colonial economies
have been radically altered by this development,
the people of Angola and Mozambique receive
none of the natural res urces of their land.

II. Western lnv·olvement T ke
Many Form

A.

The U.S. has play a prominent role in
absorbing agricultural produce from the
colonies. It buys more than 80 per cent of
Mozambique's major cash crop, cashews. The
U.S. buys 60 per cent f Angola's coffee crop
which is to say nearly half of the country's
agricultural produce. This trade in coffee makes
the U.S. the second lar est consumer of Angola's
total exports.

An~o1cl.'$ Exurnal TrAde in 1968

-1" imports Ie-, tn ,"0 om to
:rortu~l 36 J4
Uni StAtes 12 24
W4 0 rmanv 11 5
5riuin,..., .,I 9 1

Fr_nce 5
HolLuld 3
Jclp~n 3
South ..t\fria 2.

Oth«- ~
TotaL 100
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The U.S. became Angola's second largest
source of i p rts nly five years ago after

ritain held that position for years. The U.S. and
West Germany have re 1 ced ritain ecause of
huge purchases f equ pment for their new
mining and il enterpri s in Angola.

• .lnv~tme:nt8

More and more com anies have been at
tracted to invest in the c lonies as rich and un
tapped reserves of iI, minerals and hydro
electric power have be n discovered. Already
thirty U.S. companies ar operating in Angola.

In 1957 Gulf Oil Com any received a con
cession for exploration ff the northwestern tip f
Angola, in an area call d Cabinda. A rich oil
strike was finally mad in 1966. Portugal will
receive 50 per cent of the profits, providing it
with much needed revenue. In 1970 Gulf's
payments to the Por uguese g vernment
reached $16 million. Only about $5 million was in
the form of royalties on ctual 1970 oil produc
tion. ut due to expandin military expenditures
Portugal requested adv nce cash payments. So
Gulf complied by granting the Portuguese 11
million in payment for future royalties and taxes
on anticipated oil produ tion. In the preceding
year Portugal h d receiv d 11 million from Gulf
most of which had also een in the form of ad
vanced p yments.

The Gulf operation also makes Portugal self
sufficient in oil nd Angola may become the
fourth largest oil ro ucer in the worl . In 1970 it
began t export oil, prim rily to J an nd' few
northern Europe n c untries. The Cabind oil
discovery is of special importance to South
Africa, which has no oil of its own. If sanctions
were applie against South Africa, the cut-off of
oil could cripple its economy. ut thanks to Gulf,
South Africa c uld continue to get oil from its
Portuguese ally to offset the impact of such
sanctions.

A ready supply of oil is crucial for the main
tenance of Portugal's modern war machinery.
Angolan liberation movements have attacked
the Gulf installations several times. ecause of
this, the Portuguese government has forced all
Africans who were living in the Ca inda are to
leave. The Gulf cam s are surrounde y b rbed
wire fences and s otlights and are well patrolled.
This ena les Gulf to continue exp nsi n f .its
activities protected fr m attacks. As the
J h n esbur Star, a S uth African newspa er
said:

" It is pr ably the prevailing peace that has
made it p ssible for the Americ n Cabinda
Gulf il C mpany to step up its production
from 745, tons to 2,457, tons in the past
year. Nobody says it out loud that possibly
Americans have found that a few dollars a
day keep the terrorists away."
(South Africans refer to Afric n guerillas as
"terrorists' ')
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~--~ An interpretation of Gulf's role in
the colonies by the Committee of
Returned (Peace Corps) Volunteers.

Dave Bragin





NAS HO AS OAS,
ENS MS...

A vaga de terrorisma que trai~oeiramente atacou ""'~""IiML~b

For~:~~r::d:;geol~si;:::'a~~~~~iciOs her6icos as ~"'l8IMiW'Ii"'C

A Mobil que desde 1914 serve a Provincia; que

~r~dut~~o;:;~I~~~s'et~~ui:p~o;aO;te~Sp:r~ar:ss:~
~.senvolvimento; que, nos horas boos e mos,
s mpre acomponhou a sorte de Angola e das suas
p pulo~oes - n(So podia estar ausente desses
socrificios.

~~~:i~~epr~:i~~~~:~pC:nha~1:~o:: ~~~~;;:~~
o abostecimento de combustiveis e lubrificantes
necess6rios as for~as Armadas e as popula~oes.

MAIS DE MEIO SECULO AO SE VICO DO PAis.

This MOBIL ad was taken from the Portuguese Military journal, Jornal do Exercito, November
December, 1964.

A transla tion of the ad reads:

INTHEGO flOURS AND IN THE BAD ...
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The wave of terrorism which treacherously attacked the North of Angola imposed heroic sacrifices
on the Armed F rces and the people.

Mobil, which has served the province since 1914; which pioneered in bringing in all places the
petroleum products so important for its development; which, in the good hours and the bad, always
joined in the destiny of Angola and its people - Mobil could not be absent from these sacrifices.

Mobil has partici ated with pride in the struggle for the defense of the province, pledging itself to
assure the supply of fuels and lubricants necessary for the Armed Forces and the people.

MO E THAN HALF A CENTURY AT THE SERVICE OF THE COUNTRY



D. Loans and Aid

Revenue provided from foreign companies in
the colonies is only one source of Western sup
port for the war effort. Portugal also relies on
direct loans for military assistance. A large
portion of Western loans are booked as
"development aid". In 1969 the Portuguese
Prime Minister, Caetano, admitted the close
connection between the colonial wars and in
ternational financing:

"All the military effort overseas has been and
will go on being supported from the ordinary
income which before was largely used to
cover development expenses. Now we have
to face many of these expenses with money
obtained by loans. v,

Development expenditures in the colonies
have consistently been used to support the
military. Of all the development funds allocated
to the colonies, half is contributed by the Por
tuguese government while the other half is
derived from foreign loans.

E. The North Atlantic Treaty ti

The most significant amounts of military aid to
Portugal have been delivered in the name of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). In
1949, at the instigation of the United States,
fifteen European countries signed an agreement
stipulating that member countries would grant
protection to each other from internal and ex
ternal attacks against their governments. NATO
military integration includes operational
planning and joint management of supplies and
communications. NATO countries supply each
other with weapons for mutual forces. This
defense treaty gives Portugal access to the
advanced weaponry and sophisticated
techniques of its more powerful allies. In return
for this, other NATO countries secure rights for
strategic military bases in Portugal and the
colonies. They also get preferential trading
agreements with the colonies.

Portugal has never paid its share in the NATO
alliance. It has also consistently broken the
terms of the alliance by using NATO arms in the
"Overseas Provinces" which are outside the
NATO defense area. Here again Portugal has
defended its breach of the treaty by playing upon
the strategic value of the territories for the West.
Portuguese foreign policy statements con
tinuously stress the importance of Angola and
Mozambique in securing Western control over
the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. To implement

this control Portugal has called for an extension
of the NATO defense ar a to cover the colonies.
In practice this deman has been met. NATO
assistance continues:

ff Portuguese Guinea is the last territory in
West Africa possesse by a NATO power and
should be considered in relation to the vital
Cape route and to th strategy of Western
resistance to tricontinental subversion."
NATO's Fifteen Natl ns, 1968

Western powers hav attempted to abdicate
responsibility for assisting Portugal in its
colonial wars in Afric by denying that arms
furnished by NATO ar used in Africa, but are
kept in Portugal for internal defense. But this
argument is based on the assumption that the
role of Portugal's milit ry in Europe is separate
from its role in Africa, so that cooperation in one
area has nothing to d with cooperation in the
other. It ignores the fact that arms supplied by
NATO can free other rms for use in Africa by
guaranteeing the defense of Portugal itself. The
Portuguese make no istinction anyway since
they claim that the wars in Africa are being
waged in defense of national territory which
includes the "Oversea Provinces" .

Portugal's relationship to NATO as
depicted by Angola-Comite, a Dutch
anti-colonial organization.
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After the outbreak of the colonial wars, Por
tugal began a major ex I nsion of the navy as a
part of a long-term' overseas defense program.
In addition to its crucial unction of transporting
troops between Portug and Africa, the navy
has an important role in controlling the colonies
by patrolling the Ion coastlines and many
navigable rivers and lak s. One of the first teps
in building up the navy as an agreement with
France under the auspi es of NATO for a long
term loan of $125 million for the construction of
twenty vessels. In 1967, new agreement with
France granted the n vy $4,740,000 for in
stallations and trainin centers. Generally
Portugal builds its own mall patrol ships and is
supplied with larger tr nsport ships by NATO
allies.

In Angola and Mozam ique where there are
few roads and Ion distances for troops to cover,
the airforce is a cru ial part of the war
machinery. Portu al is ependent on its NATO
allies for all its aircraft d heavy weapons. It is
abl~ t6 produce its own light weapons in its
NATO supported arm ments industry. Por
tugal's airforce is com osed of a variety of
transport aircraft an jetfighters supplied
primarily by the U.S. nd West Germany. It
receives helicopters fr m France and South
Africa. The U.S. also supplies napalm as
documented by Profess r John Marcum:

"By January 1962 outside observers could
watch Portuguese planes bomb and strafe
African villages, visit he charred remains
of towns like Mb nza M'Pangu and
M'Pangal , and copy the data from 750
pound napalm bomb c ings from which the
Portuguese h d not emoved the labels
marked "Property of U.S. Air Force." "

Portugal uses the income derived from
military bases leased to France, Germany, the
U.s. and Britain as a par of the NATO alliance
to defray its military e penditures. NATO in
stallations alone are valued at $30 million with
Portugal' contribution 1 ss than three million.
As the Minister of Defen e commented:
"Although Portugal di not contribute on a

large sc Ie to the work of NATO due to our
struggle ~n the overs aas territories, our
allies always how mu h comprehension for

·t· "our po I Ion...

Right: Vestiges. of Am rican napalm in
Angola.
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F. Training the Anny

The U.S. plays an important part in the
training of the Portuguese army through its
Military Assistance Advisory Group stationed in
Portugal. 133 Portuguese received training
under this program in 1969 and a similar number
in 1970. In addition, Portuguese officers come to
the U.S. to train. In 1968,107 men were trained in
the U.S. at the expense of $120,000. In 1970 there
were 33 officers training in the U.S., some of
whom were at Fort Bragg studying
psychological warfare and counter-insurgency.
To date, Americans have trained nearly 3,000
Portuguese soldiers in the U.S. and in Portugal.

In the summer of 1965 West Germany, Por
tugal and South Africa signed a military
agreement providing for West Germany to train
officers from Portugal, South Africa and
Rhodesia. In Lisbon, the "Permanent German
Military Mission" offers military trainers and
advisors and is also an important voice in the
utilization of the Portuguese military budget.

I". South A.frican Inv.olvement
in, the Colonies

In the interests of consolidating its political
and economic control in all of Southern Africa,
South Africa has become increasingly involved
in the Portuguese territories. Economic links
between South Africa and Mozambique have
always been strong, yet they have bee~ play~d

down until recently because of theoretical dif
ferences in racial policies and a history of
colonial rivalry between Portugal and South
Africa. Since 1903, South African mines have
used cheap migrant labor from Mozambique in
exchange for hard currency payments to Por
tugal. South Africa also pays for agreements
extending its use of Mozambique's port,
Lourenco Marques. In the past few years the
Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa has
acquired sizeable oil interests along the coast.

South African involvement in Angola is more
recent. The Anglo-American Corporation has
participated in .several consortiums financing
the velopment of Angola's fast growing mining
industry. Angolan surplus coffee production has
found a ready market in South Africa. In 1964
Portugal and South Africa signed eight separate
agreements to hasten economic development in

the colonies. In 1965 additional agreements were
made to increase tr~debetween the two regimes.

In 1968, Salazar's su cessor Prime Minister
Caetano defined his poli y of alliance with South
Africa:

ff There is often talk in the UN General
Assembly of a secret alliance between
Portugal and the Union of South Africa and
Rhodesia. Needless t say, there is no
alliance whatsoever, ither secret or open,
linking these three countries. In any event,
we practice different Jj cial policies and the
extent to which we are committed to pur
suing and perfectin our policy of non
discrimination and g od relations is well
known. However, in many respects our in
terests in Southern A rica coincide, in that
we are convinced tha progress in that part
of the continent requir s the stable presence
of the white man, who establishes roots,
adapts and becomes attached to the African
land and is associated with the native there.
That is why, for exam Ie, we cannot remain
indifferent to the destiny of Rhodesia, whose
principle outlet to the ea is Beira. (a port in
Mozambique) "

South Africa has gone to great expense to
solidify this alliance with Portugal and is
already participating in the colonial wars.
South African troops are active in the southern
districts on Angola an in 1968 a large South
African base was establ e hed there in the district
of Moxico. Bases in Namibia also give logistical
support to the Portugue' e forces operating in the
south of Angola. The S uth African Minister of
Defense announced that South Africa is setting
up rocket launching b ses 72 miles from the
Mozambican border.

In the interest of strngthening white rule in
Southern Africa, Portug 1and South Africa have
established a symbio ic relationship: South
Africa needs water, power, cheap mining labor
and oil while the Por uguese territories lack
sufficient capital, know-how, organization, and
military power.
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Ca ra~,~-a: Powerhouse ,of Southern A.frica

The Cabora Bassa sch me is comprised of a
huge dam and powerh use' to be built on the
Zambezi river at the Ca ra Bassa rapids plus a
transmission line runnin through Mozambique
into South Africa. The fir t phase of the project,
to be completed by 1 ~4, includes the con
struction of the main da and generating plant
at the cost of 360 mi~lion. The dam will produce
almost twice as much p wer as Egypt's Aswan
dam currently produces.

The project is to financed by an international
consortium, ZAMCO h ded by the Anglo
American Corporation f South Africa. West
German, French, Cana i n and South African
companies are particip ting in the consortium.
Widespread public prote t in Sweden forced a
Swedish electro-manufacturing combine to with
draw rom the consortium. An Italian firm has
"also withdrawn under pre sure of protest. It is to
be replaced the Transmis ion Lines Construction
Company (TLC) of South Africa. This entry of
TLC into the project will bring combined
(government and cor rate) South African
participation in the sch me up to two-thirds of
the total financing. The S Export-Import Bank
has been asked to fin nce the transformer
system of the project at he cost of $55 mil!ion.
SOlne liberal US diplo ats warn against in
volvement. General El ctric is nevertheless
pressing to furnish the quipment.
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The financing of the dam rests heavily on
export credits to be granted by the governments
of the participating firms. And additional 123
million will be provided by South African official
sources. The Portuguese contribution amounts
to 96 million.

One of the objectives of Cabora Bassa is to
associate European economic interests with the
maintainance of Portuguese control over the
area. The African liberation movement,
FRELIMO, now controls the northern third of
Mozambique. This includes the area surrounding
Cabora Bassa, where Portuguese and South
African troops are currently fighting to regain
control. In an attempt to subvert the struggle,
white settlers are being introduced into the
region. They will be expected to defend their
privileges there and subjugate the local African
population. The projected settlement of one
million Europeans becomes a second crucial
objective for Portugal. The South African
director of the scheme said: "It will transform
more than 100,000 square kilometers of jungle,
swamps, and bush into fertile land for hundreds
of thousands of peasant families." Over 24,000
Africans will have to move from that land to
make room for the 150 mile-long lake, which will
be formed by the waters backed up by the dam.

ZAMCO consortium
Cabora-Bassa Dam.



Umt..li.

The Cabo". 1)R5s" hydn1U~ttri~projt8"
Damming the river will make it navigable

across the continent to Angola; linking
Rhodesia, Zambia, M lawi and Mozambique
even more closely with South Africa. Hydro
electric power produced will be important to
South Africa, which h s no natural source of
power. In the process f financing this project
South Africa assure~ itself a source of power,
and binds the economy of Mozambique more
closely to its own. Ca ra Bassa is an economic.
reinforcement of white minority rule in Southern
Africa.

The site of the dam with, roposed construction
sketched in; the circled b at gives an idea of
the scale of the project.
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Liberation mov ents in SouthernAfrica have
forced the question of how Portugal is to
maintain control over its "Overseas Provinces".
The expansion of the war effort over the past ten
years has not solved P rtugal's d:ilemma in the
colonies. The war h s be n widened at great cost
to the Portuguese. ey nd the economic crisis,
the wars have co t the Portuguese popular
support at home and in Africa.

The war has becom.e increasingly intolerable
for the Portuguese e Ie. The draft~ inflation
and unemployment h ve forced half of Por
tugal' men from the a of 18 to 45 to emigrate
over the past decad. raft evasion and
desertions from the army are now widespread.
Students and sector of the Catholic Church have
organised their oppo it· n to Portugal's colonial
policy. Thousands of olitical prisoners are
i carcerated in Portug l's j ils. The war effort
has also been impeded y the plunging morale of
troops stationed in A ric . Young s ldiers do not
feel that they are d tending their national
territory and don't k w why they have been
forced to ris t eir live thousands of miles from
their homeland.
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In the colonies, the war has involved more and
more Africans each year. Portugal's military
presence in Africa has not curbed resistance to
colonialism. Instead, it has further alienated
Africans from their Portuguese colonisers. The
Portuguese have sacrificed a measure of
political control in the colonies in an attempt to
consolidate their control militarily. In the words
of a South African journalist, Al Venter, who
travelled with the Portuguese in Angola:

It is here where the Portuguese in Africa
have a similar problem to the Americans in
Vietnam. Both Portugal and America are
trying their best to win over the bulk of the
civilian .populations to their respective
ideals. oth nations however are en
countering opposition in this field from their
guerrilla opponents - the Americans from
the Vietcong and the Portuguese from the
MPLA.
'That is why the war in Angola is so different
to what it was in 1961', Captain de Campos
pointed out. 'You cannot kill or imprison
everyone who disagrees with you - you
must win their confidence for they are your
future allies,' ...

This sign has been posted on the
walls of Lisbon by anti-colonial
forces. It reads: We are desert
ing with our arms. Against the
colonial war! For the people's
war! The three small figures
are: Caetano, a general and a
capitalist.



In order to win the confidence of the African
people, the Portuguese have taken several
measures to liberalize their colonial policy.
Caetano has suggested the "concession of a
progressive and adequate administrative
autonomy" to the colonies. He was not speaking
of granting independence, but establishing a
mechanism of control which would be a less
overt form of colonial rule. This means. the
strengthening of the local administration in each
of the colonies, by training a black elite of
professionals to work in conjunction with the
present administration of white settlers. It
means broadening a sector of the population
which is allied with Portuguese interests by
offering administrative positions, professional
and educational opportunities to more Africans.
These measures have met with little success in
terms of winning the support of the local
population, for the reforms have been limited in
scope and instituted at a time when the war is
involving a growing portion of that population.

Caetano has also advocated large scale set
tlement of Whites in the colonies. But despite the
massive exodus of Portuguese from their
country each year, relatively few have chosen to
settle in Africa. In order to encourage
emigration to the colonies, Portugal has recently
offered high incentives for settlers around the
projected dam sites.

In attempting to defeat the independence
movements in Africa, Portugal has had to
recognise its subordinate role in the capitalist
world. Powerful American, British, West Ger
man and Japanese corporations are already
involved directly in metropolitan Portugal and
the colonies and indirectly through their in
terests in South Africa. In the short run, these
business interests would like to see the liberation
movements supressed by Portuguese
colonialism. In the long run, they have no in
terest in Portugal retaining its colonial presence
in Africa. Because Portugal is dependent on
continued Western support for the colonial wars,
it is looking for a political framework in the
colonies which will form a satisfactory base for
the activities of international capital but would
still leave Portugal with some kind of ad
vantageous relationship with Africa.

In light of South Africa's economic exp nsion
in Southern Africa, the increased absorption of
the territories into the South African sphere of
interests appears inevit ble. But Portugal is not
an unwilling partner in this alliance to preserve
white minority rule. R cently relations between
Portugal and South Africa have improved.

Vorster's unprecedente visit to Lisbon in 1969 is
an indication that these two regimes are anxious
to cooperate for their mutual benefit. The
progressive integration f the Southern African
economy around South Africa serves the in
terests of Western bu iness as well. Western
corporations have Ion demonstrated their
willingness to cooper te with .apartheid and
white settler regimes s long as they are ble to
maintain the profitable conditions of the status
quo.

As Austin Coates, a ritish journalist writing
for the Anglo-American Corp., S.A. has noted:

"On the European side there is no longer the
confidence in the African (it was also rather
casual acceptance of him) that there once
was. Though the concept of apartheid is
generally unpalatabl to Portuguese, there
is a perceptible veering towards what may
be called South African thinking, a sense
that with so much at stake Europeans in
Southern Africa, in efense of their own
civilization, must put themselves and their
children first, and n ver mind the outside
clamor if to do this is regarded s an ad
mission that all men are not quite e ual."
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CHAPTER FIVE

A ARTHEID TAKES THE

THE GI NALIZATI N FS

FFENSIVE:

UTHERN AFRICA

A. South Africa and th Portuguese Colonies.

There has never been much love lost between
Portugal and South AfrJca during the centuries
of their mutual preseqce in Southern Africa.
White South AfricanJ dislike Portuguese
pretensions of multi-racialism. South African
Afrikaners in particul r often speak of the
Portuguese people as th "scum" .of Europe, and
treat those Por~uguese who have emigrated to
South Africa accordin ly. In addition South
Africa has a history of istrust for possible ex
pansionist tendencies f Portugal in Southern
Africa.

In recent years the'e has been a marked
growth of South Afric military assistance to
Portugal for the mai tenance of Portuguese
colonialism. This. is response to several
changes over the last d cade. The emergence of
independent African tates pledged to the
liberation of Souther Africa, the birth of
liberation movements themselves, and
pressures on the South African economy to ex
pand have all forced S uth Africa to play down
.its differences with rtugal.- Their common
interest in preserving hite minority rule has
drawn them closer to ther in defense of the
status quo.

In the years ahead South Africa is likely to
send more arms and troops to assist the Por
tuguese war effort. But support for Portuguese
colonialism is only a strategy to achieve the goal
of creating a buffer zone. Should Portugal's
position seriously deteriorate in spite of South
Africa's help, the strategy could change; but the
goal would remain the same.

Whatever strategy South Africa pursues in the
future, it is determined to use its strength to win
one overriding objective-tc;> prevent an African
nationalist movement from coming to power in
"Portuguese" Africa. If and when Portugal is
finally routed by the forces of the liberation
movements, the guerrillas are going to find that
South Africa will intervene rather than allow an
African government hostile to South Africa to
come to power right on its very borders.

Should the liberation movements in either
Angola or Mozambique defeat Portugal and
come to power, the area of White minority rule in
Southern Africa will be substantially reduced.
The very presence of African nationalist states
on the borders of "South Africa would provide
further encouragement to the Black South
African majority. And there is little doubt that
an MPLA or FRELIMO government would allow
South African guerrillas to cross into South
Africa from Angolan or Mozambican soil.
(Zambia and Tanzania already permit this to
happen.)

e....-rw·..--.~....alizationI. MUiklry

South Africa intends t maintain a buffer zone
of friendly states in S uthern Africa between
itself and African-rul d states to the North.
Maintenance of this zon makes it more difficult
for Black South Afri ans trained abroad in
guerrilla warfare to sli back into the country.
Also, such a buffer zone keeps plenty of distance
between the oppresse Black South African
majority and free Afri a.
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B. Settlers and Satellites.

South Africa also views the white minority
settler areas of Namibia/ South West Africa*and

." South West Mrica is the term used by White South Mrica.
The United Nations has decreed that the official name of the
country is Namibia - the term also used by the liberation
movements.
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SOUTH AfRICA'S Buffr States
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Zimbabwe / Rhodesia nd the satellite states of
Lesotho, Botswana, and waziland as component
parts of the buffer zone'

Namibia was a GerJan colony until World
War I. The League 0 N tions then declared the
territory to be a trust eship of South Africa.

. Today, despite the U. . r solutions, South Africa
rules it outright as a c lony. South Africa has
imposed the apartheid .system wholesale, to the
benefit of those white S uth Africans who have
emigrated there. m the South African
viewpoint, Namib· is the most secure area of
the entire buffer z ne shere.

Zi a we was rit·sh settler colony until
1965, when t e small White settler minority of
200,00 defied rit in nd declared a unilateral
independence.Outnum red twenty to one by a
subordinated African ulation and faced with
a world trade b ycott, it shaky, isolated regime
relies heavily on South frica for economic and
military support. Since 1965 the Whites have
rushed to imitate the S uth African apartheid
system to consolidate their control.

Afric ns from bot these settler territories
have formed liberation movements pledged to
end "Whites only" rule. These movements
control no territory yet although guerrilla
fighters from both Nami ia and Zimbabwe have
been engaged in fighting. In Zimbabwe South
African troops (calle 'special police') have
joined Whites there in operations against the
guerrillas. There have een casualties on both
sides.

Zimbabwean and N mibian nationalists face
the same hard truth a MP~LA and FRELIMO.
Their a pirations are ing to come into sharp
conflict with South African intentions in
Southern Africa. They t 0 will have to deal with
the power of South Africa before they can win
back control of their countries from settler
minority rule. By att mpting to establish a
buffer zone north of South Africa, the struggle in
each of the five countrie has become a common
one. All will ultimately have to deal with South
Africa.

The last sector of the Southern African buffer
zone consists of three f rmer British territories
now governed by Afric ns. Lesotho is entirely
within South Africa, c mparable to the location
of West Berlin inside of East Germany. This is
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almost true for Swaziland as well, while land
locked Botswana shares common borders with
three White minority regimes.

All three states have populations of less than a
million people. Their economies are heavily
dependent upon South Africa, leaving little
choice for their governments but to support the
South African government. In actuality they are
"independent" in name only and have little
viable basis as nation-states.

South Africa is content to leave these states
under African rule, controlling their affairs only
indirectly. Former Prime Minister Dr. Henrik
Verwoerd once said: .

" It is in our interest to see that the people in
these three territories have a sober
outlook....It is important that we give our
friendship to such parties in these
territories, especially when, as now, they are
also the ruling parties."

Reduced to satellite status, they dare not
challenge South African policies in Southern
Africa. When the U.N. votes on resolutions to
condemn apartheid, the representatives of these
tiny states either abstain or discretely stay
away. Their African leaders have denounced the
liberation movements in the region. They
cooperate with South African police in ap
prehending South African guerrillas who try to
travel through or seek sanctuary in their
countries. South Africa decides who may leave
and enter these states, and planes bound for
Lesotho must first land in South Africa to be
searched. In light of their desperate situations, it
is difficult to imagine that these states could do
anything but cooperate with South Africa's
buffer zone strategy.

This strategy is already paying dividends to
South Africa. Minister of Information Dr. C. P.
Mulder said in a 1969 speech:

"Thanks to our good relationship with our
neighbors in the North, North-west, and
North-east, we have been able to foil
terrorist attempts and we have been able to
block escape routes by terrorists to these
countries.'i



II. Ec nomic Regwnalization

A. The Politics of Free Trade

The South African government disclaims any
intentions of further territorial acquisition in
Africa. Indeed, the buffer zone strategy is
essentially a defense of the status quo. But while
territorial conquest is not a current policy,
economic expansion throughout Southern Africa
and beyond certainly is.

In recent years South African imports have
greatly exceeded exports. Because South Africa
is 'buying' more than it is "selling', the
Gov~rnmentis anxious to change this, as South
Africa is losing money. Exports must be in
creased. However South Africa has difficulty in
selling its manufactured goods on European or
American markets-for one thing they are far
a way and transportation costs are high, making
the goods too expensive. The goods cannot
always be sold in South Africa because under
apartheid Blacks are paid low wages so they
cannot afford to buy many manufactured goods.
South Africa has thus been looking for new
markets elsewhere.

Since 1963 South Africans have been pushing
for a "free trade area" which would include
every country in the buffer zone area. A "free
trade area" means that there are no customs
duties or tariffs on goods that are tr ded between
the countries of that area. Since South Africa
would be the most developed partner in such an
arrangement, it would benefit the most. Highly
developed South African industries would have a
guaranteed market for their manufactured
goods. The absence of customs and tariffs would
make it difficult for newly'established industries
elsewhere within the region because they would
have no protection from South African com
petition.

Trade patterns might therefore resemble a
classic colonial pattern, with South Africa in the
role of industrial mother country while other
members produced only raw materials. Zim
babwe and Portuguese Africa are reluctant to
enter a free trade scheme. A recent article in the
British trade journal Africa evelopment helps
explain why:

"For South Africa the era of economic im
perialism has scarce begun. One of its

paramount aims is t stabilize its neigh
boring states and build a firm defensive
block. The well-known 'outward-looking'
policy also implies the esire to dominate the
southern half of the continent economically."

South Africa has a faY r Ie balance of trade
only in Africa, where ex rts are triple imports.
There is mounting pres ure to 'expand exports
further to the rest of Africa while holding down
imports. In the near future, therefore, it will
have to put more pressure th n ever on the rest
of Southern Africa, and erhaps some African
states further North, to j in with South Africa in
a new free trade comm n market complex.

Nearly all nations d ire trade, but when
desire becomes necessity it generates tendencies
for a strong nation to im ose trade agreements
on a weaker country, usu Ily on· terms more
favorable to itself. Wh n one nation compels
another to trade and th n dictates the terms, it
constititutes an economic ,form of domination.
For the weaker South rn African neighbors,
membership in a common market may well
become the price of c ntinued South African
protection against the Ii eration movements.

B. The Politics of I ve tent

South Africa also prom tes c pit 1 investment
throughout the region. Alre dy. South African
public and private inv tment tot Is over one
billion dollars. Sout African capital is
especially concentrate in Zimbabwe, where it
controls six of the ten largest firms. In recent
years, South African companies have been
sinking capital into oil nd mineral extraction in
both Angola and Mozambique. They also have
investments in all three satellite states.

South African capital and exports are playing
a major role in the three hydroelectric dam
projects currently under construction in
Southern Africa. Thes dams will serve as a
major source of both water and electric power.
South Africa will becom the principal customer
for both.
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Overtures to indepen ent Africa since 1967
have met with some ccess so far. By 1970
African leaders throu ut the continent were
openly eng ged in a bitt r debate about whether
or not to c ange their e lier posture of hostility

to South Africa to a more conciliatory one.
President Houphouet-Boigny of the Ivory Coast
urged African states to abandon the isolation
strategy and called for a "dialogue" with South
Africa. Some of the responses to his proposal
follow:

..... ~-~-------- --__I._._._..... . . _
I FOR A DIALOGUE

Isolation an boycott will not solve things, we have got to start talking. You come
here and se the way we live, and we can visit you to learn about your ways. This
might not s Ive problems immediately, but I believe, honestly and strongly, that
in the end it·s the only solution to our problems.

Dr. Hasti gs Banda, President of Malawi (in a toast to South African Prime
Minister orster at a Malawi state banquet given in his honor)

I

Prime Minist r Vorster and Dr. Banda

President Tsiranana

Let us show urselves exactly as we are to the South Africans and we shall ef
fectively co ribute to the welfare and emancipation of our black brethren.

Philibert Tsiranana, President of Mala~asy Republic

Economic s nctions andguerrillawar won't work. We should begin to negotiate
with South A rica while encouraging constitutional and moral change.

Dr. Kofi Busia, President of Ghana
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.... ~_·t_. .... ~ ~_......_.

AGAINST A IAL GUE

We cannot have a dialogue with someone who thinks of Black people b word and
deed only as hewers of wood and drawers of water for other races. I cannot see
how, we, being placed in this category by South Africa, c n initiate a c nference
of dialogue without having placed ourselves in a position of acceptin the im
plications and surrender to this policy. The same thing applies to Rh esia and
Portugal.

William Tubman, Presiden f Liberia

It is not surprisin that the Ivory Coast leader wants to surrender to S uth Africa
even before any dialogue takes place. He is a satellite of France, an his coun
try's economy is controlled by the French. And since the French vernment
supplies the arms to South Africa, contrary to the resolutions of he United
Nations, the French satellite c n see nothing wrong with it.

General Gowon, Presiden f Nigeria

General Gowon President Kaunda

Our quarrel is not about frontiers, but oppression; if South Africa ceases her
oppression, then her peoples will have no need of support from Free Africa. But
in the meantime you cannot have a non-aggression treaty with aggr ssion, and
the whole basis of apartheid is aggression andviolencea'gainst the human spirit.

Kenneth Kaunda, President f Zambi

This present p~oposal probably arises from dissatisfaction with the rate of
progress of decolonizationduring the 1960's, and an ever-increasing a areness of
the cost of wars of liberation in "human and resource terms. It is pr ably also
connected with a fear that the conflicts in Southern Africa could dr our con
tinent into the cold war, which every free African nation has been c ncerned to
stand aside from. . . ut in the absence of an internal dialogue b tween the
minority government and the people of South Afric , it ould be a very grave
betrayal for free African states to participate in a dialogue with that rime.

ue
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As investments incre se there, defense of the
buffer zones becomes n I nger just a military
strategy to insulate a artheid - it provides
protection for economic expansion as well.
Should any liberation m vement come to power
in some part of this sph re, the new government
would demand control ver its own res urces.
This potentiality gives ~ outh Africa yet another
motive to commit its strength to the destruction
of. the liberation movements.

c. The Politics of Migrapt La r

South Africa has Ion taken advantage of the
severe poverty of its q igh ors by employing
about a million migr t workers from these
countries at any given t me. Most of this labor is
used in the mines, wher some 65 per cent of the
work force is foreign. While wages are rock
bottom, these jobs are I the only alternative to
chronic unemployment ack home. Most of the
workers come from Lesotho, Malawi, and
Mozambique.

South Africa gets s eral benefits from this
abundant source of ch p labor. It can pay the
lowest wages because f the scarcity of jobs.
Migrant competition is ne more device to keep
wages down within the lack South African work
force (and contribut s to domestic unem
ployment). Furtherm ,the migrant workers
send back badly nee d f reign currency as
savings, which their go ernments use to pay for
imports. This depend cy gives South Africa
another lever of influen over its neighbors - it
can threaten to expel 0 bar migrants from any
neighboring area that 0 oses its policies. Such a
measure would both cu off a source of foreign
currency and swell the nks of the unemployed
back in the workers' c untry.

South Africa looks to S uthern Africa as a vital
area to increase exp ts and expand capital
investment, as a sour e of cheap water and
power, and as a vast abor pool. It stands to
benefit most from furth r economic integration
of the region. The m re this proceeds, the
greater will be South A rica's determination to
preserve the political s tus quo throughout the
area. A pro-governme t Afrikaner newpaper
commented in 1969:

t\ South Africa can pa k a lot f economic,
technological, and c ltural power into her
good neighbor policy ...There has been no
such sweeping visi n of South Africa's
potential role in Afri since Cecil Rhodes'
old-time imperial dre ms."
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Ill. Sl uth Africa L ks Ac~oss

the uHer Zone

.~. The ial gue Issue

"We as a small state have not only the
knowledge but the experience, because. we
understand the soul of Africa and Africa's
people, and therefore I say we have a
mission to Africa and the world."

These words come not from one of Africa's
many nationalist heroes of the struggle for in
dependence, but from South Africa. From White
South Africa. From no less than Prime Minister

althazar Vorster. 1967.

Over the last decade or so, African-ruled states
replaced European colonial rule throughout
most of Africa north of the Zambezi River. These
new states established in 1963 the Organization of
African Unity (O.A.U.), a kind of United Nations
for independent Africa. Its members pledged to
work for the end of White supremacy and
colonialism in Southern Africa by means of a
trade boycott, vigorous international diplomacy,
and support for liberation movements.

These policies obviously have not rid Africa of
apartheid, but they did serve to isolate South
Africa from the continent and much of the world.
At first, South Africa responded to the newly
independent African states with contempt and
arrogance, contending that Africans were in
capable of governing themselves. In recent
years, however, it has toned down such attitudes
in preference for what high officials call the
"outward" policy. This shift is essentially a
strategy to win new friends on the other side of
the buffer zone with the South African version of.
open door diplomacy - a handshake and the
Rand.*

The outward polic.y initially developed when
the satellite states of Lesotho, Botswana, and
Swaziland won independence from Britain in
1966. Despite some protest from die-hard White
supremacists, South Africa offered the new
states friendship and assistance. The leaders of
these three States accepted these gestures,
promptly denounced the liberation movements,
and proclaimed a policy of peaceful co-existence
with apartheid. The stage was now set for ex
panding the outward policy to selected countries
on the other side of the buffer zone.

'Ie The South African currency. Rl=$1.40



The outward policy has also caused some
complications for Malawi. Much of Africa has
branded Malawi president Dr. Hastings Banda
as an "Uncle Tom". Malawian diplomats in
South Africa have suffered humiliation from
apartheid. South African tourists are demanding
segregated facilities.

The strongest support for Houphouet-Boigny's
proposal has come from Malawi, which is the
only African country that has established full
diplomatic relations with South Africa. It argues
that this step has led to many benefits for the
country: increased trade; South African
tourists; over $25 million in aid; more em
ployment for Malawian migrants; and South
African private investment. In return the South
African Air Force will use as a base the airport
now being bui.lt with South African aid. A white
South African has become head of Malawi's
Information Services.

ot Afri '

1. Th C t

toAf Malawi's position in international politics has
_sh!fte~ dramatically. It ystematically abstains
on all U.N. and ritish Commonwealth
resolutions against hite supremacy in
Southern Africa. President Banda is en
couraging other African states to break with the
O.A.U. trade boycott an enounce the liberation
movements. He refers t his White neighbors as
"my friends" and argu that they have every
right to be in South Africa, while calling the
Arabs in North Africa the real intruders on the
continent.

Elsewhere on the continent there are other
breakthroughs for the utward policy. Despite
the trade boycott, ind endent African states
imported well over 100 million of South African
goods in recent years. South Africa does not
name specific African countries in its trade
statistics so as to saY its new partners em
barrassment. But in a number of countries goods
with a South African 1 el are openly sold in
stores. South African fruit juices have even been
served at government arties in the Congo.
South African goods ar much cheaper than
those imported from Am rica or Europe, which
partly explains this continuing, trade.

SDI4h African oil RM mini"
SMEplieryrom Cunene 1liverp

Zimbabwe: ~lmoSttetAl~ der
p'"clf,nt en Smidt lrfn'U4 fOr
:lmports And ~rt~ l.."....--~..-.. ."

SOLITH AFRJCA'S
ECONOMIC
OFFENSIVE
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There are reports f South African capital
finding its way into numerous countries which
profess to have no reI tions with South Africa,
including Kenya, Gh na, and Sierra Leone.
Ghana now welcomes White South African
visitors without requiring that they denounce
apartheid. Gambian p rts have been opened to
South African ships an planes, and both trade
and tourists are publicly encoura ed.

A 1969 editorial in the nd Ily M II, a
major . South African newpaper, made this
assessment of the outw rd policy up to then:

"Decolonization has left a vacuum in Black
Africa which South Africa is quietly moving
to fill. South African are playing an im
portant role as exp triate experts vital to
newly independent n tions. Their companies
are busy in such I nds as Malawi and
Mozambique. Their m ney is financing these
projects. And their intelligence men are
building a chain of listening posts across the
continent. This 'outw rd-looking' policy has
been spectacularly successful in countries
like Malawi, Swazil nd, otswana, and
Lesotho, but bridges re now being built to
nations like Malagasy, Ivory Coast, Senegal,
Congo-even Kenya nd Uganda."

Those African leaders who are supporting the
call for a dialogue with South Africa argue that
increased contact will 1 ad to modifications of
the apartheid system. here is no evidence to
date that any such changes are taking place. If
anything, the reverse is true. Some critics of the
dialogue approach argu that those who favor it
are simply trying to justify the economic
benefits they hope to get y establishing ties with
South Africa. Comments from South Africa itself
support this argument:

"There must be no misunderstanding about
my outward policy. iplomatic links with
other African states ould not in any way
interfere with South Africa's policy of
separate development. In fact the establish
ment of the links is a uarantee towards the
continuation of the White man's position in
South Africa."-Prime Minister Vorster, 1970

2. The Stick

Nearly all those African leaders who have
favored the dialogue roposal have also ex-
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pressed futility about the chances of liberating
Southern Africa through armed stru gle. Those
states which are developing closer ties with
South Africa will undoubtedly be pressured into
ending whatever support they may have given to
the liberation movements in the past. And a
weakening of African solidarity for the liberation
movements is, of course, one of South Africa's
principal objectives for adopting the outward
policy in the first place.

The African National Congress of South Africa
viewed with dismay the support among some
African countries for proposing a dialogue:

" The decision to opt for armed struggle was
not taken lightly in South Africa....We knew
that many of us would pay a heavy penalty
for daring to rise up in anger against our
oppression. But the choice of how to conduct
our struggle was our own and it must remain
so. If some states find it difficult to support
us in our course then let them not, at least,
treat with the enemy. This is our urgent plea
from one African nation to another."

Most African states continue to pledge support
for the uncompromising O.A.U. position on South
Africa. A few are particularly firm in their
solidarity with the liberation movements,
notably Tanzania and Zambia. For these states,
South Africa uses the back hand of its outward
policy.

There is considerable evidence that South
Africa has promoted conflict and division in free
Africa, particularly within the most powerful
states that are potential rivals to South African
power on the continent. A good number of White
South African mercenaries fought in the Congo
during its turbulent years of civil war and in
surgency. South Africa sent arms to both sides in
the Nigerian Civil War, seeing advantage in
having Africa's largest country tearing itself
apart.

In recent years South Africa has concentrated
on threatening Tanzania and Zambia. Its planes
regularly violate the air space of both countries.
Zambia claims to have caught South African
sabotage agents. South African and Portuguese
troops have harassed Zambian border villages to
discourage people there from helping guerrillas
fighting in neighboring Zimbabwe. South African
money has turned up in the coffers of the



political opposition in both Tanzania and
Zambia. Vorster has warned President Kaunda
of Zambia:

"If you want to try violence, as you have
advised other states in Africa, we will hit you
so hard that you will never forget it. "

IV. South Africa:
Savior 0' the Free W rid

A final aspect of the outward policy concerns
South Africa's relations with the rest of the
world, and the Western capitalist states in
particular. The breakup of African unity around
the issue of South Africa has significance far
beyond African shores, according to Minister of
Information Dr. C. P. Mulder:

"because it knocks out one of the cornerstones
of the persistent attacks on South Africa in so
many other countries."

And Foreign Minister Dr. H. Muller:

"Thus when Dr. Kaunda tries to incite the
West against us he does not speak on behalf
of all the African states and I hope the world
realizes this, if it has not already ap
preciated the position."

As the West becomes aware of our fruitful
cooperation with other African states, their
attitude towards us improves. I believe that
it will happen to an increasing degree
because we must simply accept that our
relations with the rest of the world are
largely determined by our relations with the
African states.

South Africa is evidently anxious to convince
the West that it has good -relations with' its
African nelghbors. If~ African countries are
willing to deal with South Af~ica, this will give
added justification for continued contact with
South Africa by countries outside the African
continent. The U.S., Britain, and Fr nce have all
supported Houphouet-Boigny's proposal for a
dialogue. Its implementation would make it
easier for the major capitalist powers to con
tinue "business as usual" in South Africa.

South African pr aganda is directed
especially at winning favor with the United
States by appealing to the American pre
occupation with Communism. Again, Dr.
Mulder:

"South Africa will h ve to do her best to
prevent the spread f Communism to the
North of her borders if the leaders of the
West are unwilling or unable to do so. South
Africa is called up n to protect Western
interests in Southern frica and as far North
as she can."

A government broadc st in 1968 noted:

"We are still part of the Western culture and
in essence we are stern but at the same
time we are an und t chable part of Africa,
and to win African tes for the West in its
struggle against Communism, South Africa
is the key and not th ly in the ointment. The
sooner the West real·zes this the better it will
be for all concerne ."
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CHAPTER SIX

SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WEST

South Africa's claim to be an outpost of
Western civilization h deep historical roots.
The White supremaci t regime which exists
today is a legacy of the continuous expansion
which has characterize Western Europe since
the Renaissance.

White South Africa be an as a settler society of
Europeans moving int an area already oc
cupied by a less technologically developed
people, like similar i usions into Australia,
Siberia, parts of North nd East Africa, and the
Americas .. Ini'tially Eur peans settled along the
Cape of Good Hope to et up a strategic way
station at the Southern tip of Africa. European
ships stopped there for rovisions en route to the
plunder of East African city states, the conquest
of India, and the captur of the rich East Indian
spice trade.

The settlement colony had originally been a
Dutch venture, but p sed to British control
during the Napoleonic Wars early in the 19th
century. England emer ed from these wars as
the world's leading naval power. Its "national
interests" consequently emanded control of the
key passageway to the riches of Asia.

British concern for the South African interior
rose sharply in the 1 O's with the discovery
there of the richest deposits of gold and
diamonds ever found nywhere in the world.
Suddenly South Africa was no longer just a
strategic route to Asia. British capital poured
into South African mines. Englishman Cecil
Rhodes urged his country into new imperialist
adventures inland. The potential of this great
wealth developed a second British "national
interest" in South Afri a. One result was the
very bloody and destru tive British-Boer War
from 1899-1902 (see Ch ter I).

That war soon led to the formation of an in
dependent South Afric in 1910. But British
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capital maintained economic control of the
country as before. British investment in and
trade with South Africa has been a major pillar
of British prosperity ever since.

During the last several decades, economic
power in South Africa has become more
diversified. The Great -Depression and World
War II reduced both trade and investment
coming from a preoccupied Britain. This
economic decline of Britain overseas began to
open South African doors to newcomers from
France, West German, Japan, and above all, the
United States.

During this same period, White South Africans
themselves assumed a more active role in
promoting the industrial growth of the country.
Severe disruptions in the international economy
caused by both depression and war stimulated a
drive within South Africa to build a more self
sufficient economy. The government established
numerous state industries to guarantee that
South Africa would produce essential com
modities such as steel, thereby lessening its
dependence upon imports during years of .crisis.
For the first time, South African private en
trepreneurs began investing heavily in mining
and manufacturing.

Since 1652, this European settler community
has occupied a strategic location for Western
economic expansion into the Indian Ocean
network. For a century now, this same White
minority has acted as a broker for Western
capitalist access to a cheap African labor supply
and vast reserves of precious metals. Since the
Great Depression, foreign investors have
combined with public and private South African
capital to generate one of the most rapid in
dustrial growth rates anywhere in the world.
Foreign corporate cooperation with government
economic policies has made South Africa today
virtually self-sufficient in almost every sector
basic to a modern industrial society. All the



major capitalist countries conduct a heavy
volume of trade with South Africa. These same
countrie have helped it to become one of the
most powerful military forces on the African
continent, despite an arms embargo adopted by
the United Nations.

This chapter examines in considerable detail
the nature and extent of contemporary ties
between South Africa and the West. The first

section surveys private Western economic in
terests in South Africa and the principal issues
arising from this exten ive involvement. The
second section outlines th relationships between
South Africa and the in ustria:l capitalist world
at the governmental 1 vel. As the struggle
between White minority rule and African
liberation intensifies, th policies of Western
countries tomorrow will shaped largely by the
stakes they have in South Africa today.

Part One - Corporate Interests and South Africa

I. A Survey of Corporate
Inv·olvement

A. Trade

Foreign corporations from the leading
capitalist countries dominate almost all of South
Africa's international trade. British firms ac
count for about a fourth of South Africa's imports

and exports. American nd Western European
companies account for nother half. Japanese
firms have now becom South Africa's most
enthusiastic trading partners. In the past four
years, South Africa's tra e with Japan increased
three times faster than its trade with other
countries. To avoid iscriminatory em
barrassment to Japanese businessmen now in
South Africa, the g-overnment has classified
them as "honorary Whites" rather than as
Asians.

port5,19
South African Imports, 1,6& (total; $2.,019..000,000)

~in exports ~
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Inv t

Foreign investors ha a total of $6.4 billion in
South Africa by 1968, re resenting a 15 per cent
increase over 1967. If the growth of foreign in
vestment continues at that rate, the total value
will rise to 9.3 billion by the end of 1971.

Foreign corporations accounted for 5.6 billion

of the 1968 total-the remainder came"' from
governments and international financiai in
stitutions as loans. This figure represents only
the "book" value of foreign investment-it does
not include- profits which were re-invested in
South Africa nor any increase in value of the
original investment due to appreciation. The
actu 1value of foreign corporate investments by
1968 was therefore much higher than the $5.6
billion figure would indicate, but the statistics
for book value are the only ones available.

Foreign Inveltment in South Africa.

~ re than two-thirds of All
foreign in\" Stment in South
Africa j$ in Brlti5hha~
The US.and a few~
European countc-· iaatd

the otlwr' tbi~d"f uch
1!l!Ve&tment.

BritUlu
-JnVi ~
in South..->

frica
$4,014, ,000

~ ents South...:A:ft-ic.l's tot..al fore~"n 1£ biliti~ in
, all the mon~SoutA.:Afri~n.-bu iWess a~,~vemmenr

wed to inVi. Stoes in forei~ countries
thatye.a.n

s urce: UN., 1.9-'

More than 1, forei n firms h ve branches,
subsidiaries, or distri ution facilities in South
Africa. ritish corpor tions· are predominant,
owning close to 3.5 billion of total foreign cor
porate investment. S me 375 American com
panies had invested over $900 million by 1968.
French, West Germ n, and other European
corporations accounte for the final one billion
dollars.
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This large bloc of foreign money plays a major
role in the South African economy. For example,
foreign firms control 25 per cent of South
Africa's manufacturing capacity. To help
evaluate the impact of this foreign investment in
South Africa, consider the following case history
of the Union Carbide Corporation.



In the 1930's, Union Carbide took a portion of
its profits from operations in the United States
and used them to buy chrome ore mines in South
Africa. It sold the ore it mined to Western
European nations. These sales added to South
Africa's exports, bringing foreign currency into
the country. The South African government took
a portion of the company's profits as taxes.

Union Carbide had two choices concerning the
profits it made: it could have sent them back to
the United States, or it could have kept them in
South Africa to expand its operations in that
country. Because of low labor costs and the rapid
growth of the South African economy, Union
Carbide decided, as many other foreign firms
have done, to use its profits to start another
business in South Africa.

South African economy that was not there
before. This new wealth is called surplus, and as
it circulates in the econ my, it can be used to
finance other new businesses. Thus, while add
ing to the absolute size f the economy, foreign
investment also adds t its ability to expand
more rapidly than ever.

Union Carbide's contributions to the South
African economy need not stop there. To in
crease its own profits, the company may bring
some of its administrative and technical experts
to South Africa to ensure that the latest
techniques of management and production are
used. It may offer such xpertise to other South
African corporations t help them grow. This
assistance could in turn create more demand for
Union Carbide product , or perhaps lower the
cost of purchasing raw materials. It may en
courage other American firms to invest in South
Africa.

This time it built a new factory to produce
plastics and insecticides. It relied heavily on
South African labor and financing from South
African banks to build its new facility. It bought
South African raw materials. It advertised its
products in South African magazines and
distributed them to South African businesses and
individuals. Its, profits added new wealth to the

Like any corporation, Union Carbide has to be
concerned with labor rices and policies, in
terest rates on financi 1 transactions, govern
ment taxes, inflation-in general, with the
outlook for economic st ility and profitability.
Union Carbide invested in South Africa because
it had confidence in the viability of its economy.

Supplement to Financial Mail August 2, 1968
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Union Carbide has been in South Africa since the 1930's. Some compa
nies grow and prosper, providing new jobs and generating new capital.
We like to think that Union Carbide, The Discovery Company, is grOw
ing steadily - through the development of new products - through ex
pansion into new fields. All of this is good for us and good for our country.
We do our bit to create foreign exchange in South Africa by exporting
chrome ore and vanadium products. And we also market many of Union
Carbide's discoveries - like SEVIN Insecticide, a wide variety of chemi
cals, silicones and plastics. Some of these products hadn't even been in
vented just a few years ago.

As we discover, whole new industries may be born, to help us grow as the
country grows.

This ad appeared in a South African business journal.
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Total American investment in South Africa is
only a fourth of British investment there, but it
tends to have more valu than the figures alone
would indicate. Since 1950, Americans have
invested heavily in thos industries which are
most crucial to a m dern economy. This
strategic investment has played an important
part in the rapid industri lization of South Africa
since World War II.

By 1958, Ford and General Motors controlled
70 per cent of the total ssets of South Africa's
auto industry. Automo ile production is often
one of the key industries in generating industrial
growth because it stimulates related industries
such as glass, oil, rubb r, and steel production.
At the insistence of the South African govern
ment, American automobile companies have
helped to make the auto industry in South Africa
close to self-sufficient-almost all the component
parts are now produc locally. These same
investments have saved outh Africa millions of
dollars in foreign exch nge by eliminating the
need to import cans. Furthermore, U.S. auto
subsidiaries help to uild up South African
military potential, such s in the manufacture of
trucks for troop and sup ly. transport. A General
Motors plant has been esigned specifically to
allow conversion to military production if
necessary.

At this point in S uth Africa's economic
development, high techn logy industries such as
data processing appear be the ones that will
grow most rapidly, providing the foundation for
more sophisticated industrialization. American
companies like IBM have a near monopoly on
computer and computer-related industries in
South Africa.

------,
T c mputers for South Africa
in eventies.
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Worker in a Ford (South Africa) plant

Section of a GM (South Africa) plant
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Despite its great wealth of natural resources,
South Africa lacks oil, without which its military
and industrial machinery cannot move. The
government has been anxious to avoid depend
ence on imports from the Middle East because
of the threat of ..an international boycott of oil
exports to South Africa. Some 17 American
companies have joined the South African
government in efforts to make South Africa self
sufficient in oil production. After considerable
exploratory work, they have be~un drilling some

off-shore sites. In addition to the search for local
deposits of oil, U.S. c mpanies like Caltex,
Mobil, and Esso dominate the refining and
marketing of imported crude oil. Caltex ran this
advertisement in num rous South African
publications:
"Ahead of Caltex lies many years of search
and perhaps disap ointment-or the
discovery which will fr e South Africa for all
time from dependenc on outside oil sup
plies. "

Th rS...~k rs Oil: Supplement to Financial Mail March 5 1971

Everyone is conscious of South Africa's need for its own supply of crude oil 
and Mobil is doing something about it.

From Cape Agulhas to the Mocambique Channel, wherever off-shore
drilling is taking place, Mobil is there.

As a member of a consortium,Mobil is drilling for oil
in a concession stretching from Cape St. Francis to the
Ke"i River mouth. Where other off-shore drilling is

underway, as far north as Beira,Mobil is there
providing fuels, lubricants and service.

Mobil is a power in the oil business
in South Africa - a leader for

over 70 years.
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E. TecbDICU ASSIS'IaIl~~

South Africa relie extensively on other
capitalist countries keep its industrial
operations efficient an up-to-date. Each foreign
corporation investing in South Africa brings its
own expertise with it. This practice has become
South Africa's maj r source of industrial
technology. In some cases, American cor
porations serve South frican industry without
investing in the econo'my directly. For example,
the Chemical Constru tion Company of' New
York helped construct six acid plants for the
South African government-owned chemical
industry.

South Africa has ap rently demonstrated its
ability to control its volatile situation to the
satisfaction of over 1 foreign firms. Mr. J. J.
Palmer, representativ of a group of New York
and Chicago investors, ut it this way in a 1964
speech:

.". -
South Africa is the nly country in Africa
with a stable overnment. Every
businessman wants strong government to
back him up and S uth Africa has it."

South Africa has what businessmen call a
"good investment climate". Return on in
vestment is very hi h. The rate at which
Americans have been investing in South Africa
has been steadily rising. Increasingly, U.S.
corporations plan to u e South Africa as a base
from which to ex an elsewhere in Africa.
Consequently, there is much support from
American corporate interests for South Africa's
outward policy. The future plans of both in
regard to the rest of Africa seem to be con
verging.
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II. Corporati ns ,and Apartheid

"What's ood for General Motors i 0 d for the
country."

For years most Americans accepted the above
cliche as part of the definition of the American
way of life. Today, the assumptions underlying
this statement are being challenged by more and
more people. Numerous issues have been raise.d
questioning the belief that corporate power
necessarily serves the public welfare. Corporate
pollution has ruined much of our air and water
resources. Corporate tax privileges increase tax
burdens on the average citizen. Corporate ex
pansion around the globe pressures the
American government to make more political
and military commitments abroad.

The American people are making the
challenge to corporate power in numero.us ways.
The investigations of crusaders like Ralph Nader
are followed with widespread interest. Hard
questions are being raised about the influence
upon government of what former President
Eisenhower once called "the military-industrial
complex." And even some stockholders now go
to annual meetings weighing their un
derstandable concern for high profits against the
social responsibility of the corporation in which
they share ownership.

One of the issues in this public challenge to
corporations has been the matter of extensive
American corporate involvement in Southern
Africa. Students at Cornell, Princeton,
Wisconsin, and elsewhere have demanded that
their universities avoid investment in cor
porations that are involved in Southern Africa.
Workers in companies like Polaroid and IBM
have demanded that their employers stop doing
business there. Church groups have challenged
corporations such as Gulf, General Motors, and
the Chase Manhattan Bank. People and
organizations in America's Black communities
have begun to speak out. The central issue in all
these cases is whether American corporate
presence in Southern Africa reinforces or un
dermines White minority rule.

This section examines the conflict between
private American economic interests in South



Africa and that sector of the public in this country
which opposes U.S. corporate involvement there.
The four principal arguments for and against
this presence are summarized. It should be
remembered that other' foreign corporatio.ns
have extensive involvement in South Africa also.
In Britain, which has the largest economic
stakes of any country, the debate over whether
corporations support apartheid is far more in
tense than in the United States. Similar con
troversies are taking place in countries like
Sweden, West Germany, and Italy. This chapter,
however, limits itself to the debate taking place
in the United States because this book has been
written for an American audience.

Argument A:

Amen Investment Creat Jo

Many U.S. corporations have defended in
vestment in Southern Africa by pointing out that
their presence provides more jobs for

everyone-Black and White. No one disputes
that foreign investment creates more em
ployment, but critics argue that American
participation in the South African economy helps
to reinforce and legitimate the apartheid
system.

African workers are n tallow d to engage in
collective bargaining nd trikes, but White
workers can. African w rkers are paid far less
than White workers, and are forbidden
promotion to all sorts of· bs reserved by law for
"Whites only." Amer~c n corporate profits in
South Afric , inevitabl benefiting from em
ploying an African work f rce that has no right to
bargain for improved conditions, are more than
double the average profits made back in the U.S.
An American executive f Chrysler South Africa
recently told an intervi wer:

"The African doesn't want a trade union. He
isn't used to democr cy, he is used to an
authoritarian hierarchical tribal structure.
He accepts the White man as his guardian."

Outside a Chrysler (South Africa) plant
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Some American corp rations involved in South
Africa contend that th®ir employment practices
are more enlightened than those of other firms.
They maintain that y taking the initi tive in
improving benefit for African employees, they
are quietly underminin the apartheid system.

Ar'2t1J][len't :
ADllenlcaD CorpOra,tiOJM ermin Ana.1P1:n,Atlt

right of political expression, no political
parties, no representation in Parliament, no
constitutional way in which to bring about
change. John F. Kennedy said, 'Those who
make peaceful change impossible make
violent, change inevitable.' As concerns
South Africa, it is not surprising that a
violent clash is in the making."

Polaroid has asked for a year's time beforE
people judge the effects of its experiment. In thE
meantime, it has publicly denounced apartheic
as a "repugnant" system. This action puts it in B

minority position among American cor·
porations, many of which defend their in·
vestments in South Africa by defending thE
apartheid system as well. A survey conducted b~

Newsweek in early 1971 revealed that only 14 pel
cent of American businessmen 'having in·
vestments in South Africa were opposed tc
apartheid.

According to another survey by visitin~

American clergymen in 1970, 63 per cent oj
American businessmen in South Africa woule
vote for either the Nationalist or the Unitec
P~rty, both of which strongly support the apart
held s~stem. The Managing Director of Uniol
Carbide Southern Africa told the delegation tha1
he opposed majority rule in South Africa becausE
it would be bad for both the economy and Uniol'l
Carbide.. The great majority of Americal'l
management in South Africa made similar
statements in the survey.

One way of ev Iu tin this argument is to look
at the imp ct of American investment in South
Africa to date. In 1 5 American investment
there tot lIed 148 million. In the last twenty
years it has risen to n arly a billion doll rs-a
sixfold increase. During that time, the gap
between hite and African income has widened
considerably. Afric ns lost what represent tion
they had in Parliament before. The African
press, leadership, an political parties were
banned. Laws were en cted permitting arrest
and punishment with ut charges, trial, or ap
peal. Other laws brok up families and forcibly
removed Africans from areas where they had
lived all their lives. Th evidence available so far
indicates that increased American investment
has failed to "liber liz " apartheid.

In late 1 7, empl yees at the American
headquarters of th Polaroid Corporation
demanded that th ir employer stop doing
business in South Africa. The company
responded by announcing a new experimental
program. It intend t raise the salaries of
Africans employed by its distributor in South
Africa. Also, it has pie ed to contribute funds to
African educational vancement.

Argument C:
Americ Corp tiollS ,ef Aarte

Critics have res nded that Polaroid's
gestures to impr ve conditions of its
distributor's Afric mployees clearly violate
South African labor I s. A similar experiment
some y ars ago by the Anglo-American Cor
poration was abru tly ended by South African
government interventi n. A broader criticism
comes from' ev. G rge Houser, Executive
Director of t e anti- rtheid American Com
mittee on Africa:

"The fu damental ger of the Polaroid
approach is that it i nores the real dynamics
of the struggle in S uth Africa. Here is a
country where 1 p r cent of the population
control all political, conomic, and military
life, a country where the great mass has no
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Milton P. Higgins, Cltairman of the NortoI1
Company of Massachusetts, recently told B

White South African audience:

rr I think South Africa is going to remain a
strong country, led by White people. I think
foreign countries should leave South Africa
alone. If they leave you alone you will get on
and do a great job."



This argument raises the important issue of
defining what constitutes a "political" act. If one
means making campaign contributions and
voting in elections, then foreign corporations are
probably correct to claim that they are
"apolitical" in South Africa, assuming th8:t they
do not engage in such activities.

Finally, spokesmen for corporations operating
in South Africa often argue that their activities
are "apolitical". They claim that companies like
Union Carbide are in South Africa solely to
conduct business there and do not or cannot
influence the political system in that country,
however immoral that system may be in the
view of many people. The 3M Company of
Minnesota responded to an inquiry about its
South African investments this way:

"In all phases of our international operations,
we keep in mind, and try to instill in each of
our employees, that when we do business in
other countries we are guests in those
countries and try to conduct ourselves ac
cordingly. ,This means that we tend to follow
local customs and refrain, as foreigners,
from attempting to impose our views and
policies-which, in our case as an American
company, involve the active promotion of
the equal opportunity concept. ,"

Argument :
Ameri Corpora ·0 are "Apo8ti "

American politicians, government officials, and
public opinion.

Foreign corporations in South Afric often
point with pride to the c ntributions they have
made to developing a stron and viable economy
there. The following quot is from a .company
news release:

"General Motors South frican has made a
major contribution t the rowth and
development of the Re ublic."

American corporation in particular h ve
done much to develop b th strategic indu tries
and economic self-suffici ncy in South Afric , a
was discussed earlier in this chapter. g rdles
of the motives of these c rporations, their in
vestments have the elle t of increasing So~th

Africa's military stren th, its chances of
withstanding internation 1 sanctions, and its
technological capability repress the majority
African population.

Critics therefore argu that if the apartheid
system is strengthene by the results of
American corporate activities, it is misleading
to claim that. those activities are olitically
neutral. If Polaroid's con mnation of apartheid
was a "political" act (a cl imed y the Sout
African government), then it is difficult to
maintain that the far more numerous corporate
statements and actions which support apartheid
are "apolitical".

Those who argue that foreign corporations
should withdraw from South Africa generally
use a broader definition of politics. For example,
many American corporations (Union Carbide,
General Motors, International Harvester, to
name a few) make contributions to the South
Africa Foundation, which conducts world-wide
propaganda and lobbying activities in defense of
apartheid. Opponents of apartheid view such
subsidies to the Foundation as a clearly political
act.

American corporate officials frequently ex
press political opinions about the situation i~

South Africa while in that country and when they
return to the United States. The evidence
suggests that a great majority express support
for White minority rule there. ,Such statements in
defense of apartheid influence the South African
government, executives in the home office, and

Perhaps the most se i us accusation of all
concerning the political impact of American
corporate activities in uth Afric revolves
around a series of events which occurred in 1 61.
In that year, South Afric experienced a evere
economic crisis after th Sharpeville Massacre.
Fearing an outbreak of revolution and' more
international sanctions, f rei n investors with
drew large volumes of c it 1. South Afric n
exports declined shar lYe Its stock market
plunged. The country' foreign exchan e
holdings dropped to a d n erous level, and the
very survival of the regime was in doubt. Many
of its strongest supporter began to c nsi er the
necessity to make some changes.

During that year of anic, American cor
porations increased th ir investments by 23
million and their import from South Africa by
$50 million. U.S. finan iers made emergency
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loans of 85 million t the South African govern
ment, led by the' Ch se Manhattan and First
National City Banks of New York. American
corporations ran advertisements proclaiming
their faith in South Africa's future. American
industrialist Charles 'Englehard founded the
American-South African Investment Cor
poration to attract American capital back into
South Africa.

I

This massive infusi n of financial and moral
support from Americ n corporations during the
1961 crisis helped ap theid to survive its most
serious challenge to ate. The South African
regime was able to w ather the storm without
having to make any b ic changes in the society.
It has been tightenin the screws of repression
ever since.

Ill. Slouth A.frican Views on
Foreign C rporations

Those who favor the ontinuation or expansion
of foreign corporate ctivities in South Africa
usually assert that a ycott or economic with
drawal would hurt fricans there first and
foremost.

Given the severe restrictions on African
freedom of speech in S uth Africa, it is difficult
to determine African pinion on this crucial
issue. By law it is a tre sonable offense, carrying
a maximum penalty of death, to advocate
foreign economic with rawal from South Africa.

The two largest African political parties are
the African National Congress and, the Pan

, Africanist Congress, W ose leaders have been
forced underground or into exile by government
repression. oth org izations are on record
favoring economic s nctions as a means to
weaken apartheid~ Th Organization of African
Unity also holds t that position, despite
violations by some member 'states who are
seeking a "dialogue" with South Africa.

The late Chief Alber J. Luthuli, Nobel Peace
Prize winner and President-General of the
African National Con ress, once said:
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"The economic boycott of South Africa will
entail undoubted hardship for Africans. We
do not doubt that. But if it is a method which
shortens the day of bloodshed, the suffering
to us will be a price we are willing to pay. In
any case, we suffer already, our children are
often undernourished, and on a small scale
(so far) we die at the whim of a policeman."

Chief Luthuli

B. White Opinio

The South African government strongly
welcomes foreign investment, regarding it as a
vote of confidence in the viability of South
African society. Government officials and White
political leaders often express gratitude to
foreign corporations for their contributions
towards making South Africa strong and self
reliant. This same government is rigidly com
mitted to maintaining the apartheid system. If
foreign investment is undermining that system,
the South African government does not seem to
believe it. On the contrary, White South Africa
regards foreign corporations as one of its
strongest allies.

The government appears confident that it can
contain whatever liberalizing tendencies there
might be on the part of foreign investment. In
1966 Ford's Canadian subsidiary refused to sell
the South African government four-wheel drive
trucks in deference to the U.N. arms ban. South
Africa retaliated against the Ford subsidiary in
South Africa by boycotting all Ford vehicles for
three years. Ford got the message and reversed
its original decision. In the meantime, the
original order for trucks was filled by Vauxhall,
a British subsidiary of General Motors. In this
instance, as in many others, South Africa backed
up its frequent assertion that foreign enterprises'



can do business in South Africa only by
cooperating with government polici~s.

South Africa is equally enthusiastic about
expanding its extensive international trade.
B~yond the strategic value of certain imports
and the money value of an increased volume of
business, there is a political consideration. An
editorial in South Africa's Financial Gazette put
it this way in July, 1970:

"Through trade, South Africa can offer for
midable resistance to any efforts to isolate
her from the rest of the world. Foreign trade
is in fact the means of ensuring a continued
role for South Africa in world politics. Its
political importance should, therefore, never
be underestimated."

The South. African government also values
foreign corporate involvement because of its
effects on the home governments of those cor
porations. When hundreds of major corporations
in a capitalist country develop commitments in a
foreign country, the government of that home
country usually lends its diplomatic and even
military support to the protection of those
commitments. Corporate interests tend to
become "national interests" . South Africa
reasons that it can assure continued American,
French, Japanese and British government
support if the corporations of those countries
maintain a heavy economic stake in per
petuating the status quo in South and Southern
Africa.

IV. Corporations and
Foreign Policy

The conflict between corporations and various
sectors of the public over involvement in South
Africa is ultimately a fight to influence the
shaping of American foreign policy. This conflict
in turn raises the issue of corporate power in the
American political system.

This man arranged ne of the
largest ore deals of all time.
For three long years, he presu d, he cr t d, he

plann d. His pi n - to convince the S uth Afric ns to build
their own blast furn ces for convertin raw ore into pig
iron. Then, simultaneously, convince th Japanese to st rt
importing pig iron from South Afric .

His global m tchmaking paid off. His achi vement
one of the largest trading deals of all tim .

Chemical ank was at his side.
We put our 145·nation Intern ti nal Division this

disposal. We supplied .Ietters of credit. W cam up with
vital inform tion on local politics. An str tegic conomic
and logistic advice. To s y nothing of the money it took to
close the deaI.

Today, the Americ n Capitalist is n international
capitalist. He needs bank with worl wide cap bility. His
b nk is Chemic lank.

Ch·emical
nk

....-------~- --------

Most social studies textbooks describe political
power in the American system in terms of the
ballot box-each person.has one vote. The citizen
influences the formulation of government
policies by voting for the politician whose views
he agrees with.

This advertisement by Chemical Bank lauding its big South
African deal was placed in the New York Times on March
18, 1969. On that same day the U.N. Special Committee on
Apartheid was meeting in a s minar with various
Am'erican groups to discuss ways to c mbat South African
racism. The advertisement was brou ht to the attention of
the seminar, as well as the fact that Chemic I ank was the
bank in the U.N. headquarters.
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y this definition, the political power of ,a
Mississippi sharecr pper or a waitress in In
diana would be equ I to that of the president of
General Motors. ut the sharecropper and the
waitress do not get linvited to White House din
ners, nor does the I President phone them for
advice on an important decision.

I

In the re I world f American politics, large
corporations have much influence on govern
ment decision-making. They contribute heavily
to campaign funds f politicians. Corporations
themselves are not I ermitted to make political
contributions. u, in practice, corporate
executives often make large donations to
political campaigns I nd then get re-imbursed by
the company throu h such devices as a "bonus".
In these ways, cor rations have become the
main source of funds for most politicians running
for office.

This dependenc~ on corporate, funding
provides the politi ian with much reason to
solicit and represent the views of corpor te
officials, despite I th relatively few votes big
businessmen h ve I on election day. Many
Senators and Con r ssmen have the reputation
in Washington as a I byist for a certain industry
or corporation. The s arecropper may still have
a vote, but he cann t afford to make financial
contributions ~o ena Ie a politician to run for
office in the first pIa e. There is no politician in
the nation's capital who is popularly regarded as
representing sharecroppers.

Furthermore, politicians tend to come from
the upper-middle class. In the Senate, to which
the Constitution delegates the responsibility of
foreign policy, nearly half the members are
millionaires. The vast majority in both houses of
Congress are lawyers with corporate interests of
their own. Even more than elected politicians,
appointed government officials come from the
ranks of business executives. One finds, con
sequently, a continuous flow of similar types of
people back and forth between positions in
government and in the corporate world.

Corporations use their vast political power to
influence the shaping of foreign policy every
day. Most big companies maintain an office in
Washington solely for the purpose of lobbying
among government leaders in order to influence
decision-making. Often one corporation or in
dustry will discover that the policy it favors is
opposed by other business interests. But in most
cases, corporate interests do not have to com
pete with sectors of public opinion seeking dif
ferent foreign policies. Most of the public
conerns itself only with the most critical matters
of foreign affairs, such as the Vietnam War or
the Middle East situ tion. On many lesser
issues, however, public opinion is not org,anized
to influence foreign policy. South Africa is
becoming a major issue in American society
today because growin sectors of public opinion
are organizing just such a countervailing force to
try to influence American forei n policy on South
Africa.

rt rTw.o - N ti nal Intere ts and South Africa

of world public opinion, military and strategic
factors, relationships with allied countries,
existing ties with S uth Africa, and the main
tenance of n tional prosperity.

World public opinion has repeatedly con
demned White minority rule in Southern Africa,
and South African apartheid in particular. The
principal forum for this issue has been the
United Nations, which has passed resolution
after resolution in opposition to apartheid.

It would be a great oversimplification to think
that foreign policy simply reflects the views of
either corporations r the public on specific
issues, whether in tql United States or in other
Western ca italist countries. While these views
must be taken into ac ount by those who actually
determine and im lement foreign policy, a
government has con iderations of its own to put
forth. These considerations are usually
referred to collectiv ly by a country's leaders as
"national interests."

I

In formulating for ign policy towards South
Africa, policy-maker evaluate the importance
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The United States, Britain, and France have
usually joined with the majority of the world's
nations to vote for resolutions which condemned
apartheid verbally. American foreign policy has
stated its opposition to apartheid forthrightly, as
in this official State Department release:

"The U.S. Government is unalterably opposed
to the racial, or apartheid, policies of the
South African Government. We fear that
South Africa's present course, unless soon
moderated, can lead only to disaster for all
of its people. Our spokesmen at the United
Nations and from many other platforms
have repeatedly denounced the policy of
apartheid. "

On the matter of implementing concrete ac
tions against South Africa, the United States and
its major allies have consistently vetoed or
abstained from resolutions put forth by the Afro
Asian and Socialist countries. The American
government says it is applying "moral
pressure" on the Afrikaners to change their
ways, but it opposes·any measures such as trade
or investment sanctions. U.S. Ambassador to
South Africa John G. Hurd said in October, 1970:

"We hope to continue dialogue with this
country - hopeful dialogue so that, in
friendship, we understand this country, and
South Africa would understand why other
countries oppose its policies. Our views
should be seen as friendliness, not as direct
criticism. "

II. Military Ties

The one U.N. resolution calling for action
which the major capitalist countries did endorse
was the 1963 embargo on sale of arms to South
Africa. The ways in which these countries have
circumvented the resolution in practice,
however, suggest that they endorsed the em
bargo more to appease world opinion rather than
to make a decisive impact on South African
military strength.

France has openly defied the embargo since
1963 by selling to South Africa the latest jet
~ighter-bombers,missiles, nuclear submarines,
helicopters, and other war material. The French

government justifies these violations by
claiming that the heavy armaments which it
supplies are for external efense only. But there
is nothing to prevent S uth Africa from using
these same weapons for further suppression of
its own African majority. The more likely ex
planation is that these s les are too lucrative to
the Frenc·h arms industry for the French
government to pass up.

While France has the largest share of the
South African arms market, other Western
countries have made similar sales from time to
time, including West Germany, Italy, and
Belgium. Britain and the United States have
claimed to obey the ar s embargo since 1964.
But the newly-elected Tory government in
Britain announced in J ly, 1970. its intention to
resume open shipments f arms to South Africa.
Meanwhile, some doubt have been raised about
the truth of American mpliance. The British
Guardi n declared editorially on March 30, 1970:

" In spite of the arms mbargo, Mr. Vorster
still receives about 3 million dollars worth
of military ~upplies ft m the United States
annually, mo.stly in Lockheed transport
aircraft. If

I

Nearly all the NAT I countries permit their
corporations to invest ib the South African ar
maments industry. They place no restrictions on
the transfer of military know-how, including the
sale to South Africa of lueprints and patents for
military production. F r example, the entire
South African army and police force are
equipped with NATO FN rifles, manufactured in
South Africa under Ii nse from NATO. All
these governments permit their citizens to ac
cept jobs in the South African arms industry.

oth Britain and the U.S. continue to export
spare parts for the larg I uantities of ritish and
American military h Irdware sold to South
Africa before 1964. Everyone of these activities
is explicitly forbidden I y the July, 1970 U.N.
Security Council Am ndment to the Arms
Embargo Act of 1963./ Both ritain and the
United States abstaine in that vote.

Furthermore, the merican definition of
"military item" is a narrow one. For example,
the Beechcraft Corpor tion is permitted to ex
port light aircraft to South Africa on the grounds
that they will be used for civilian transportation.
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But some of the same models ln question are
used by the Americ n military for counter
insurgency in Vietnam. They could easily be
adapted for internal military maneuvers in
South Africa as well. Similar loopholes exist for
other American export to South Africa, such as
Ford trucks and Kais r jeeps. American in
vestment in South Africa also has obvious
military potential, such as the convertibility of
General Motors an Ford plants to the
production of weapons.

In 1965 an American corporation, Allis
Chalmers, erected South Africa's first nuclear
facility with the encouragement of the United
States government. The U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission (A.E.C.) tr ined South African staff
members at the government's nuclear complex
in Oak Ridge, Tennes e. The A.E.C. also sup
plied both consultants and the enriched
uranium' necessary for the new reactor.

While the South African government is in
terested in nuclear pow r as an energy source to
overcome its shorta of petroleum, S.outh
African scientists have recently perfected a new
process for creatin isotopes of enriched
uranium similar to thos necessary for explosive
warheads. Should South Africa convert its
nuclear development to military purposes,
American assistance will have helped make that

country the only nuclear power south of the
Equator.

Ill. Strategic Considerations

The historically strategic value of South Africa
to European expansion still figures in Western
intentions to maintain its presence in the Indian
Ocean. South Africa rarely loses an opportunity
to remind the Western powers that it is a willing
and necessary ally because of its crucial location
at the juncture of the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans. To maximize its appeal to the West,
South Africa portrays itself as a bastion against
communism in -the Southern Hemisphere'.

A friendly South Africa means protection of
Western Europe's critical sea route to Middle
Eastern oil. In addition to the value of South
African ports as stopovers for commercial
shipping, South Africa's location is also of
military value. Both Britain and the United
States have free access to South 'Africa's
Simonstown Naval Base. The United States also
maintains missile tracking stations on South
African soil. Commenting on the increased
importance of South Africa because of the
closure of the Suez Canal and the build-up of the
Soviet Navy, British Foreign Minister Sir Alec
Douglas-Home wrote in 1969:

South Africa's Nuclear Research Center at Pelindaba
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"The policing of the South Atlantic end of the
west of the Indian Ocean becomes important
both to Britain and to Western Europe.
These areas are in effect (although they may
not formally be made so) an extension of
NATO's responsibility for the security of
Europe. "

As British commitments East of the Suez are
reduced, the United States is takin on more of
the defense of Western interests in the Indian
Ocean sphere than ever before. The strategic
value of South Africa, long a principal "national
interest" of British foreign policy, is becoming of
equal importance. in the calculations of
American global strategies. Perhaps these

r
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considerations help expl in why the United
States and its principal allies have not enforced
the U.N. arms embargo more effectively.

IV. Econo·mic IV tional'lnterests

Extensive foreign corporate interests in South
Africa constitute a major consideration of their
home governments in the formulation of foreign
policy towards that country. A trade volume of
nearly 5 billion, investments of well over 6
billion, and the rich natural resources of South
Africa have a direct effect on the prosperity of
the Western world. Since these governments are
pledged to maintain that prosperity, national
interests tend to coinci e with corporate in
terests.

A. Trade

Trade regulations are an important' in
strument of foreign policy. The United States
does not buy sugar from Cuba, for example,
because it disapproves f Cuba's policies and
hopes to disrupt its economy by imposing a trade
boycott. On the other hand, preferential trade
agreements are usually extended between
countries which enjoy fri ndly relations.

Like its major allie, the United States
government places no re trictions on American
trade with South Africa, except for the ban on the
more obvious types of military h rdware. Since
exports to South Africa exceed imports by more
than three times, U.S. tr de with South Africa
helps to ease the chronic American balance of
payments deficit. When the U.S. revoked Cuba's
sugar quota after the 1959 Revolution there, it
reassigned part of it to S uth Africa. The quota
guarantees South Afric n sugar producers a
constant volume of American business at a fixed
price, above the average world market price. In
effect, the American tax ayer subsidizes South
Afric~n sugar growers.

Western governments re anxious to maintain
access to South Africa's v 8t reserves of mineral
resources. These countries import large
quantities of antimony, chromium, uranium,
corundum, lithium, v nadi~m, platinum,
asbestos, manganese, nd diamonds, all of
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which are strategic raw materials for industrial
production. The Unite States government has a
policy of buying raw m terials abroad in order to
conserve resources home. To help large
American corporation~plan far in advance, the
government keeps s ckpiles of nearly 100
minerals in case of future shortage. In a
sophisticated industri 1 society, a shortage of
anyone basic raw material could disrupt large
segments of the econ my.

The most important raw material historically
in South Africa has been gold. South Africa based
its rapid economic gro th in the 20th century on
the wealth generated y the sale of billions of
dollars worth of this m st precious of all metals.
South Africa account for 75 per cent of gold
production for the ca italist world's monetary
needs. For decades, it gold has backed up the
major currencies of th international monetary
system - the dollar, t e pound, the mark, and
the franc.

v'estmema

Every country in he world has to weigh
strategic and military considerations in the
formulation of its f reign policy. Similarly,
every country has at 1 st some foreign trade to
take into account. But unlike the Socialist and
underdeveloped states, the industrial capitalist
nations alone export I ge volumes of capital for
investment in other c untries.

American investmeqt abroad has increased at
a staggering pace sin e World War II. Today,
American-owned com nies in foreign countries
produce a total of 2 billion dollars a year in
goods and services. I the operations of these
companies abroad were considered as a
separate economy, th y would have a higher
Gross NationalProduet than any other country
in the world except f r the domestic American
and Soviet economies.

American economi growth abroad is in
creasing twice as fast s at home. Nearly every
major American cor oration depends on its
foreign operations for 1 to 50 percent of its total
sales. American econ mic expansion abroad has
now reached a point where events allover the
world influence wheth r there is prosperity or
depression in the United States. Corporate in
terests 'abro d have ecome, more than ever
before, vital national interests in order to protect
·the affluent American standard of living.
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American corporations have more in
vestments in South Africa than in. any other
country in Africa. In 1967, the average profit on
all U.S. corporate investments there averaged
19.2 percent, compared to 10 percent elsewhere
and still less on domestic American investment.
Similar investments in the other White minority
ruled cpuntries of Southern Africa are rising
sharply. Many American companies want to
expand elsewhere in Africa from a solid in
dustrial base in South Africa. All of these factors
provide ample reason for the American
government to support American corporate
activities in South and Southern Africa.

Still, were American corporations to withdraw
or be forced out of South Africa, the effects on the
American economy would not be substantial.
The government might oppose such changes to
prevent setting a precedent for elsewhere, but
not because it would plunge this country into
another depression. U.S. corporate investments
in South Africa are only 1.2 percent of total
American investment abroad.

The British situation is a different story.
Britain is an island poorly endowed with natural
resources. Its prosperity has always depended
upon vigorous economic expansion, which was
the fundamental reason for the creation of the
British Empire. Adjusting for the difference in
size of economy, Britain exports four times more
goods and twice as much capital as does the
United States.

Total British investment in South Africa 
worth about four billion dollars counting both
corporate and public interests - is 10 percent of
total British foreign investment. While British
investments in Canada and Australia are even
greater, investments in South Africa bring home
the most earnings because profits are so high
there. British profits from South Africa,
averaging about 240 million a year, contribute
much to offset Britain's balance of payment
deficit, caused by a surplus of imports over
exports.

The British have invested four times more
than the Americans in South Africa. Since the
British economy is only one-tenth the size of
America's, British investments in South Africa
·are forty times more important to its economy
than American investments in South A rica are
to the United States.



British economic interests in South Africa are
enormous. In contrast to the United States, the
loss of ritish investments in and trade with
South Africa would bring catastrophe to the
British economy.

Britain is America's oldest ally. Since World
War II, support for a healthy British economy
has been a principal tenet of American foreign
policy. American corporations are more in-

volved in the British econ my than in any other
country in the world except for Canada. A
depression in Britain woul in turn have serious
economic repercussions in the ·United States.

Directly to some extent, t indirectly through
Britain to a far great r extent, American
national interests have a s stantial stake in the
South African economy.
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P~R'SPECTlVES ON THE SEVENTIES

South Africa has become a giant power on the African continent and the
principal ulwark against African freedom everywhere in Southern Africa. It
could never have attained its present position without the help it has received
from the est-all kinds of military and technical assistance, vast amounts of
investment to solidify its industrial base, and refusal to endorse international
sanctions which would effectively isolate South Africa in world affairs.

Western capitalist interests in South Africa are far greater than they ever were
in Vietnam. As detailed as the preceding chapter might have seemed, it sur
veyed only the most important forms of involvement. Despite their posture of
verbal pr test, powerful arguments can be made that strategic, military, and
economic considerations deeply implicate Western capitalist countries in the
perpetuat n of White minority rule in Southern Africa. Waldemar Nielson, a
prominent American policy advisor on Africa and long-time President of the
"establishment" African-American Institute in New York, warned the United
States government in his book African attleline:

"...ther is a considerable degree of truth in the designation of the United
State as one of South Africa's chief allies. For the fact is that although
the United States has repeatedly expressed criticism of apartheid in
recent years, it has simultaneously appeared to contradict its statements
by oth r actions, with the result that it has now almost totally destroyed
both i s persuasiveness with the government of South Africa and the
confi nce of the African nationalists and the Afro-Asian states in the
sincerity of its moral and political assertions.

Aft r criticizing South African racial policy, (the United States) has
continued to deal with that government on a normal diplomatic basis,
accommodating itself in many ways and with little protest to South African
p·racti es of dfscrimination. The United States has inadvertently but
impli itly become an agent and spokesman in defense of South Africa in
many international discussions and debates."

There re indications that American foreign palicy is moving still closer
toward tbe White minority regimes of Southern Africa under the Nixon ad
ministrati n. The White House has warmly endorsed Mr. Vorster's "outward
policy", ven though the South African government has made clear its belief that
this policy will strengthen, not undermine" apartheid. There have been a series of
relaxations recently in American adherence to the arms embargo. The United
States remained silent in 1970 when Britain reversed its own policy on exporting
arms to S uth AfrIca. White House aides are said to be re-evaluating the strategic
importan e of South Africa to the American presence in the Indian Ocean, along
with the litical consequences of acknowledging South Africa more openly as an
American ally. There has been some discussion in NATO of admitting South
Africa or lse of setting up a complementary South Atlantic Treaty Organization
to includ South Africa, Argentina, Brazil, and Portuguese Africa.



Portuguese and South African response to Western policies confirm current
"thaw" in relations. Government leaders and the heavily-censored press in both
countries have praised the Nixon and Heath (British) administrations f r having
a more sympathetic outlook towards their regimes. Portuguese offi i Is claim
confidently that the United States now supports a continued Portuguese presence
in Southern Africa as a buffer zone between South Africa and in ependent
Africa. When President Nixon outl!ned Southern African policy in his 1970 State
of the World Message, Prime MinIster Vorster characterized the speech as
"realistic" and "refreshing."

The Nixon position again reiterated American opposition to aparth ide But he
also warned that the U.S. could only support peaceful efforts towards a solution
of the Southern African conflict. The African majorities have tried ev ry form of
non-violent protest for decades, only to see their political situation teriorate.
Peaceful protests are no longer even legal. It is difficult to understand how
President Nixon expects meaningful change to occur in the future by u ing these
same methods.

In ~hat same speech, President Nixon made clear that the Americ n govern
ment disapproves of the African movements currently engaged in or planning

.guerrilla warfare to liberate their homelands. While he justified this sition by
stating a preference for non-violent change, there can be little dou "t that he
views these movements as a threat to American "national interests" in Southern
Africa.

For the African populations in this area, centuries of contact with Eur~pean

expansion have been a bitter experience. They see capitalism, built n highly
exploited labor and virulent racism, as the source of their oppression. They in
creasingly resent what they regard as Western contributions to an benefits
from the harsh conditions under which they are forced to live.

Unlike the current regimes, therefore, the African nationalist m" vements,
once in power, would not offer their territories as a base for future Western
military strategies. They would offer no guarantee that the va t natural
resources of Southern Africa would continue to be available t Western
Capitalism. In an effort to regain control over their own countries, future African
governments in this region might move to nationalize the many billion of dollars
in foreign investments there.

The African nationalist movements, in their disillusionment with capitalism,
are inevitably sympathetic towards a socialist system of developm nt. In ad
dition, they have watched the established Socialist governments of the world
consistently oppose White minority rule in their countries over the y ars. Wh:re
the United States supports only peaceful reform and moral persu ion as a
means of change in Southern Africa, the Socialist countries are provi4ing con
crete assistance to these same movements in the struggles now goin n. For all
thes"e reasons, one can anticipate "that if these movements come to p wer some
day, their position in international politics will be closer to Sociali t than to
Capitalist countries.

These potential strategic, economic, and political threats to American
"national interests" posed by African nationalism suggest that the United States
might intervene in Southern Africa during the 1970~s. The West genuin ly dislikes
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the policie of the current government there. But the' alternatives under African
nationali t rule could be far more damaging to Western interests than the em
barrassm nt resulting from acceptance of South African, Portuguese and
Rhodesian offers to join hands in a "crusade against communism."

I

,Such inti rvention might take the form of a massive military commitment to
crush the uerrilla movements, but only at the risk of enormous racial tensions
wi~hin the American military. Considering the current disillusionment over
Vietnam, it would be difficult to win popular support for a similar type of com
mitment elsewhere. And the effects on American prestige throughout the world
would be' isastrous.

I -
Interv ntion could also take a political form. The United States might choose

not to reinforce White minority rule while still working' to prevent today's
nationali t movements from coming to power. In such an eventuality, efforts
would be 'made to find a suitable third party of moderate Africans who would
guarante the protection of Western interests in Sou~hern Afri~a. ,Such a solution
is risky, however, because a government set up under these circumstances
would have a hard time establishing legitimacy in the eyes of its people. The
origins of the Vietnam War, after all, lie in the failure of a similar strategy.

A mor likely type of intervention would be similar to the precedent
establish d by the Sharpeville crisis of 1960-61. American financial transfusions
saved th South African regime when it appeared in danger of collapse.
Americas investments, trade, and strategic interests throughout Southern
Africa h ve since increased dramatically. If the United States was willing to
interven economically then, it would have still more incentive to do so in the
future.

Whatever that future may bring, American policy today continues to be
essentially one of anti-apartheid and anti-colonial rhetoric while maintaining
normal r' lations with the regimes of Southern Africa. It is a policy which hopes
against h pe that everything will work out for the better in South Africa without
any turm il and bloodshed. How long will the United States be able to cling to this
policy a -the situation continues to polarize? Waldemar Nielson makes this
forecast ,n his latest book, The Great Powers and Africa:

I
"Can t}te United States, in a revolutionary world, commit its future and its

inter sts not only to the status quo, but in Southern Africa to a status quo
whic~ by every avowed principle of the United States is indefensible? Can
the f bric of American society itself stand the consequences of another
protr cted situation in which major elements of U.S. society deeply feel
that the nation is committed to a fundamentally immoral line of policy?
For, let it be plainly recognized: The issues of Southern Africa, once the
Viet am agony is finished, are going to be the next foreign policy focus of
the moral inpJgnation of youth, the Negroes, and the American left. A
policy of passivity and compromise now - though it may seem to some a
pru nt course for the moment - can only reap another terrible harvest
of bit er division in the United States in the future. "
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Other sources of information on Southern Africa

America, Committee on Africa
164 Madi on Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016

Universi y Christian Movement, Southern Africa Committee
475 Rive side Drive
New Yor , N.Y. 10027
(Publish s "Southern Africa," a monthly newsletter with best information on
current evelopments)

United N: tions
Unit on partheid
New Yo k, N.Y.
(has doc mented reports on every aspect of life under apartheid, eg. "In
dustriali ation, Forced Labor and Foreign Capital in S.A.," "Repressive
Legislati n in S.A.," "Foreig~ Investment in S.A.".)

Liberati n Support Movement
P.O. Box 15210
Seattle, ashington 98115
(publica ions on the liberation movements in the Portuguese colonies).

South African Information Service.
655 Madison Ave.
New Yorf, N.Y. (or check the consulate in your area)

Penguin African Series
Penguin ooks Inc.
7110 Am assador Rd.
Baltimote, Md. 21207
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Africa. Transcripts of hearings of this committee (concerned with U.S. policy in
Africa) nd special reports of study missions to Southern Africa are available
from th Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.



RACE TO POWER was prepared in consultation with experts on S uth Africa
and the Portuguese colonies, Southern Africans, and high school t chers and
students. Th:e text was prepared by:

Alan Kellock teaches African and Afro-American history at St. John's
University in New York. He previously taught at Columbia Univ rsity and in
the Ocean Hill-Brownsville Experimental District in Brooklyn, N w York. He
has served as a consultant for New York area schools on ways t approach
Black History and White racism in the classroom.

Margaret Marshall is a South African presently living in the United States. She
has travelled throughout Southern Africa and has written exten ively about
the region. She has taught at Tufts University and has served as consultant
to Boston area schools and colleges on approaches to teaching about Southern
Africa.

David Olsen teaches high school. He is the author of several articles n Southern
Africa.

Elsa Roberts is involved in developing curricula and training teachers in the
area of culture differences of minority group children. Sh has been
associated with the African Studies, Program at Northwestern University and
has worked in East Africa.

Wendy Sisson has done extensive research on Portugal's role in Africa and on
Portugal's domestic economic and political situation as well.

Cover by Coby Everdell

Lettering and maps by Mike Prokosch

Drawings by Coby Everdell and Carol Bengelsdorf

This book is only the first part of an Africa Research Group series n Southern
Africa. The African Nationalist perspective on the situation in Sout rn Africa
will be presented in a series of pamphlets on the liberation move nts in the
region designed to complement this book. The pamphlets, which xplain the
Nationalist movements' programs and problems in their own words, will appear
consecutively beginning in July, 1971. They will be available by m il for .50
each.
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Africa Research Grou is an independent, non-profit research and educational
organization based in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It prepares materials on
Africa, especially on frican-American relations for distribution in the United
States and Africa. he Group contributes regularly to newspapers and
magazines in the Unit d States and Africa, and offers a range of publications on
issues relating to th development of Africa. A complete literature list is
available on request.
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